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Abstract: We derive constraints on the operator product expansion of two stress tensors
in conformal eld theories (CFTs), both generic and holographic. We point out that in
large N CFTs with a large gap to single-trace higher spin operators, the stress tensor
sector is not only universal, but isolated: that is, hTTOi = 0, where O 6= T is a single-
trace primary. We show that this follows from a suppression of hTTOi by powers of the
higher spin gap, gap, dual to the bulk mass scale of higher spin particles, and explain
why hTTOi is a more sensitive probe of gap than a   c in 4d CFTs. This result implies
that, on the level of cubic couplings, the existence of a consistent truncation to Einstein
gravity is a direct consequence of the absence of higher spins. By proving similar behavior
for other couplings hTO1O2i where Oi have spin si  2, we are led to propose that 1=gap
is the CFT \dual" of an AdS derivative in a classical action. These results are derived by
imposing unitarity on mixed systems of spinning four-point functions in the Regge limit.
Using the same method, but without imposing a large gap, we derive new inequalities on
these three-point couplings that are valid in any CFT. These are generalizations of the
Hofman-Maldacena conformal collider bounds. By combining the collider bound on TT
couplings to spin-2 operators with analyticity properties of CFT data, we argue that all
three tensor structures of hTTT i in the free-eld basis are nonzero in interacting CFTs.
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1 Introduction and summary
This work aims to explicate properties of the stress tensor, T , in conformal eld theories.
More specically, we study the operator product expansion (OPE) of two stress tensors, of
schematic form
T (x)T (0) 
X
O
CTTO
O(0)
x2d O
(1.1)
where O are local operators of conformal dimension O. We will derive new constraints
on the coecients CTTO by imposing consistency conditions obeyed by all conformal eld
theories: namely, unitarity and the bounded growth of correlators in the Regge limit. Some
of our results apply to all conformal eld theories, while some are specialized to holographic
conformal eld theories with a large gap in operator dimensions.
1.1 Motivation
The TT OPE is central to every CFTd. In d = 2, the stress tensor generates the Virasoro
algebra, a closed subsector parameterized only by the central charge. In d > 2, because the
stress tensor may couple to any operator O that is a singlet under all global symmetries and
respects the Bose symmetry of the TT operator product, the TT OPE is both a challenging
and beckoning observable: there are many possibilities and non-universal details, but the
hTTOi three-point couplings should reect the richness of CFT dynamics.
Study of the TT OPE ts naturally into the context of the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence [1{3]. There is, in that setting, one main question that motivates us here: what are
the sucient conditions for a CFT to have a weakly coupled, local, Einstein gravity dual,
and what would it mean to nd them? This question is not new, but nevertheless remains
outstanding. It was conjectured in [4] (henceforth HPPS) that
Large N + Large higher spin gap ) Weakly coupled, local gravity dual.
The gap condition refers to single-trace operators. For future use, we denote the character-
istic scale of higher spin operators as gap, where \higher-spin" means spin greater than
two.1 The gap condition gap !1 should be viewed as a proxy for strong coupling, and
the two coincide in known examples with marginal couplings.
This conjecture is remarkable for its reductiveness: if true, all CFT data becomes
\strongly coupled" thanks to a single spectral condition. HPPS demonstrated a one-to-one
correspondence between solutions to crossing symmetry at leading-order in 1=N pertur-
bation theory around generalized free scalar elds with no single-trace cubic couplings,
and local quartic AdS vertices bounded in derivatives.2 It was only recently shown by
1This refers to symmetric traceless tensors. In d  4, there exist operators in mixed symmetry represen-
tations of the Lorentz group. For these operators, one way to state the higher spin condition is in terms of
the Regge growth: namely, \higher spin" means any operator whose contribution to a four-point function
grows faster than that of the stress tensor.
2HPPS had in mind the stronger form of locality, in which a CFTd has a local AdSd+1 dual, not a local
AdSd+1M dual. This distinction, though interesting, plays no role in this paper. For other works on the
implications of large gap, see e.g. [5{8].
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Caron-Huot (modulo some low-lying exceptions) that higher-derivative quartic vertices are
suppressed by powers of gap, reproducing the prediction of bulk eective eld theory in
which heavy higher spin exchanges are integrated out [9]. The HPPS counting argument
survives the addition of cubic couplings | for every bulk cubic vertex, dual to a single-
trace three-point function, there is another family of solutions to crossing symmetry [10] |
but the counting arguments do not determine the structure of these couplings. In partic-
ular, the gravity dual of a prototypical holographic CFT is not only weakly coupled, local
and without higher spin elds, but also obeys the property that its gravitational dynamics
are those of Einstein gravity. That this, too, follows from the higher spin gap was shown
by [11] (henceforth CEMZ), who studied the graviton three-point coupling dual to the CFT
three-point function hTTT i. In d  3, there are three independent tensor structures,
hTTT i = hTTT iEinstein + 2hTTT iR2 + 4hTTT iR3 (1.2)
which we have parameterized in terms of the gravity theories which activate them. (In
d = 3, one of these is replaced by a parity-odd structure.) It is a statement of universality
in CFTs dual to Einstein gravity that 2 = 4 = 0 [12]. CEMZ showed that, indeed,
n .  ngap (1.3)
In d = 4, the constraint on 2 translates into a parametric bound on the dierence in
conformal anomaly coecients, a  c:
ja  cj
c
.  2gap (1.4)
This was later derived purely from CFT in [13{15]. Thus, on the level of the stress tensor
three-point coupling, the higher spin gap guarantees the existence of general relativity in
AdSd+1, a remarkable result.
Still, the a  c bound is unsatisfactory, for two reasons.
First, there is no known explicit example in which a   c saturates the bound, even
parametrically. In superconformal eld theories, neither a nor c is a function of gap at
all [16]. Instead, a  c obeys the stronger bound
ja  cj
c
. N # (1.5)
where, roughly speaking, # = 1 for an open string dual and # = 2 for a closed string
dual (e.g. [17{19]). On the other hand, without supersymmetry, a is independent of gap
because of the a-theorem, and it is not known whether c is a function of exactly marginal
couplings, or whether xed lines even exist. We thus seek a more robust observable which
is sensitive to gap. In this discussion we are viewing gap as a modulus parameterizing
a family of large N CFTs, as in the familiar examples, as opposed to a parameter in an
isolated CFT.
Second, the works of HPPS and CEMZ study either the matter sector or the gravity
sector, but not their couplings to each other. How are these constrained? What is the
low-energy imprint of the decoupled higher spin elds on these couplings? The motivation
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for answering this question ties to a grander hope, that by studying the ne structure of
CFT, we can discover the necessity of string/M-theory in the bulk. Two stringy signatures
are especially important in the present context: the existence of Regge trajectories and of a
gap scale (`s) that controls all particle masses. Classifying what matter we can consistently
couple to quantum gravity | and how we can couple it | is exactly the holographic dual of
determining the allowed CFT local operator spectra and three-point couplings, particularly
the couplings between the stress tensor T and other operators O.
1.2 Summary of results
To address these issues, consider the following schematic form of the prototypical bulk
Lagrangian that appears in AdS/CFT at low energies:
Lbulk = R+ 2 + @i@i + ijkijk + ijkl(@)ijkl + : : : (1.6)
where : : : represents higher-point vertices. The i are matter elds of spins s  2, while the
ijk and ijkl(@) are three- and four-point vertices, where the latter may carry derivatives
distributed among the 's. This Lagrangian has an obvious but important property: the
gravity sector is not only universal, but isolated. That is, there exists a consistent trunca-
tion to the Einstein gravity sector, whereupon setting i = 0 is consistent with the classical
equations of motion: at tree-level, only a graviton can decay into gravitons. On the level
of three-point couplings, this follows from the absence of a classical coupling between two
gravitons and a i. In CFT terms, to leading order in 1=N ,
hTTOi = 0 (1.7)
where O is a light, single-trace operator not equal to T . We emphasize that O is an
operator that survives the low-energy limit, not a heavy eld that decouples.
This poses a natural question:
Is hTTOi   #gap for some # > 0? (1.8)
An armative answer would demonstrate, from CFT, that the existence of a consistent
truncation to Einstein gravity is a direct consequence of the absence of higher spin particles.
Also, hTTOi can be a function of marginal couplings, and hence gap, in a 4d SCFT, even
when O is protected by supersymmetry.
In AdSd+1, the rst coupling of two gravitons to a scalar eld has four derivatives, and
can be cast in the following form:
TTO
Z
dd+1x
p
g C2 (1.9)
where C is the Weyl tensor. It is therefore obvious that a two-derivative action in AdS
cannot give rise to a hTTOi coupling for scalar O. What is not obvious is what it means,
in CFT, to count bulk derivatives in a classical action. The intuition explained above,
combined with dimensional analysis, suggests that
TTO M 2HS  ! hTTOi   2gap (1.10)
where MHS  gap is the mass scale of higher-spin particles (see gure 1). We will prove
this below.
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Figure 1. In AdS, the cubic coupling of a scalar to two gravitons is suppressed as M 2HS , where
MHS  gap is the mass scale of higher spin particles.
In fact, we want to argue for the following more general avatar of \stringiness" in
CFT. In string theory, gap uplifts to ten dimensions, where the low-energy limit yields a
two-derivative action. This should be a generic consequence of large gap: in the spirit of
HPPS and CEMZ, we make a
Proposal: Counting AdS derivatives  ! Counting CFT powers of gap (1.11)
That is, the holographic dual of a bulk derivative is an inverse power of gap; more precisely,
at the level of the classical action in a weakly coupled theory of gravity, all bulk derivatives
beyond the two-derivative level are suppressed by powers of MHS. We oer this as a
sharpened denition of what it means to show that, following [4, 9, 11], the higher spin gap
condition does indeed guarantee the emergence of local, Einstein gravity in the bulk. We
will prove (1.11) for a variety of three-point functions hTO1O2i where Oi are symmetric
traceless tensors of spin s  2. For d > 3, we can also have operators of mixed symmetry
appearing in the TT OPE (e.g. [20]), which we do not address here.
Our general strategy combines several ingredients: we study the Regge limit of mixed
systems of four-point functions of spinning operators. We employ conformal Regge the-
ory [21], which is designed to compute the complete contribution of the leading Regge tra-
jectory to CFT four-point functions. This method is not restricted to holographic CFTs:
we will also derive rigorous inequalities for hTO1O2i couplings, valid in any CFT. In
particular, we derive the generalization of the conformal collider bounds of [22] on hTTT i
couplings. (See [23{27] for further developments.) These include hTTOi bounds for various
O, thus directly constraining the TT OPE.
In section 2, we briey review the salient features of conformal Regge theory for spin-
ning operators, and the unitarity condition that we will employ. Our approach throughout
closely follows that of [14]. A point on the Regge trajectory is parameterized by , where
i = (   d=2)  0 is a spectral parameter, and the corresponding spin is given by the
function j(). A key point is that the stress tensor lives on this trajectory, at j( id=2) = 2.
In section 3, we summarize our main idea, which we sketch here. Consider a four-point
function
h		i (1.12)
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where  is a scalar primary, and 	 is a linear combination of primaries:
	 = a1O1 + a2O2 (1.13)
for some constants ai. This gives rise to a two-by-two matrix of correlators, whose form
we study in the Regge limit. Viewed in the OiOj ! j()!  channel, where j() stands
for the Reggeon, this becomes, up to an overall factor, the following matrix of three-point
couplings:  
hO1O1j()i hO1O2j()i
hO2O1j()i hO2O2j()i
!
(1.14)
For spinning Oi, these entries are functions of polarizations. Unitarity in the Regge limit
implies that this matrix is negative semi-denite. So far, this applies everywhere on the
Regge trajectory. But by sitting on the j = 2 stress tensor point of the trajectory, the
above constraints become constraints on hOiOjT i couplings. In particular, positivity of the
determinant gives upper bounds on the o-diagonal couplings. We will be almost entirely
interested in the case where O1 = T . Then positivity implies bounds of the form
hTTOi2  hTTT ihTOOi (1.15)
This is schematic in several ways (e.g. the three-point functions have an independent OPE
coecient for each tensor structure), but will be made precise in what follows. Without
imposing a higher spin gap, this yields conformal collider bounds | that is, inequalities
for hTTOi couplings | valid in any CFT.3 Upon imposing a higher spin gap, a simple
argument leads to the suppression with powers of gap suggested in (1.11). The remaining
sections are devoted to implementing this procedure.
In section 4, we study this setup with O1 = T and where O2 = O is a scalar
primary. At large gap, a short sequence of steps proves that hTTOi   2gap. We explain
how to translate this into a bound on the AdS coupling, TTO, for all scalar masses, thus
proving (1.10). This relation involves a subtlety of \extremal" three-point functions in
AdS/CFT [28]. We discuss further holographic implications of this result, including a
parametric no-go result on consistent truncation to Gauss-Bonnet gravity. We identify
some promising candidate CFTs in which to holographically compute the leading 1=gap
correction to hTTOi using string theory. Such CFTs must possess a neutral KK scalar O.
Fortunately, this includes the familiar conifold CFT in d = 4 [29] and the N = 6 ABJM
theories in d = 3 in the strongly coupled, `t Hooft limit [30].
Next, we extract the conformal collider bound on hTTOi. The result can be found
in (4.36). This was recently derived using the average null energy condition (ANEC) in [31].
As one application of its utility, we infer bounds on OPE coecients in the stress tensor
four-point function, hTTTT i, in the mean eld theory limit of innite central charge CT
(see (4.40){(4.43)).
3To derive conformal collider bounds from Regge physics, one considers a limit of cross-ratios (impact
parameter) in which these matrix elements become exactly those of the null energy operator, which is
subject to the average null energy condition [22]. Therefore, as in [14], they are valid in generic CFTs.
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Correlator gap !1 bound Collider bound AdS interaction
hTTOi (4.12) (4.36) C2
hTTOiodd (5.11) (5.12)  eCC
hTTV iodd (5.22) (5.26), (5.32) A ^R ^R
hTTMi (5.52) (5.55){(5.57) [11]
hJJT iodd (C.31) [32] eRFF 
hTTT iodd (C.35) [32] eRRR 
Table 1. Summary of bounds.
In section 5, we extend both the large gap and conformal collider analyses to hTO1O2i
correlators where the Oi can have spin  2. We re-derive the collider bounds of [31]
involving parity-odd structures, and derive new bounds, including a bound on the parity-
odd hTTV i coupling in d = 4, where V is a non-conserved vector operator, and on hTTMi
couplings in all d, where M is a non-conserved spin-2 operator. A summary of our main
CFT results, along with the relevant AdS vertices whose suppression we derive, is given
in table 1.
Here and elsewhere, we use the notation
O : spin-0, V : spin-1, M : spin-2 (1.16)
where V and M may, but need not, be conserved. The AdS vertices are those of low-
est derivative order that produce the indicated three-point couplings, modulo eld re-
denitions; the statement is that the vertices are suppressed by the powers of MHS im-
plied by dimensional analysis. (Tilde'd curvatures are made via contraction with the
(d + 1)-dimensional -tensor.) We have also derived bounds on other three-point func-
tions, including the case of parity-even and parity-odd hTVOi couplings (see section 5.3),
which are technically simple but, being highly constrained by stress tensor conservation,
physically peculiar.
Among the collider bounds derived here involving spin s > 0 operators, the hTTMi
bounds seem especially powerful. By combining them with analyticity properties of OPE
data as a function of operator spin [9], we give a novel argument that in any interacting
CFT, all three tensor structures of hTTT i in the free-eld basis are nonzero. In the notation
of (3.20),
nBnFnV > 0 : (1.17)
This was conjectured in [33].
In section 6 we briey conclude.
The appendices contain many details, including our conventions for embedding space
computations; various explicit changes of bases needed to relate couplings in the Regge
limit to the more familiar bases of spinning correlators [34]; and reproductions and minor
extensions of some results already in the literature using the language of our calculation.
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Figure 2. A prototypical leading Regge trajectory, here depicted in d = 4. Recall that i    d2 .
We have indicated the locations of the stress tensor, T , and the lightest spin-four operator, O4
which denes gap through j( i(gap   2)) = 4.
2 Spinning conformal Regge theory
Our goal in this section is to set up the problem of computing systems of mixed spinning
correlators in the Regge limit. The requisite technology, that of conformal Regge the-
ory [21], has recently been nicely reviewed in [14, 15, 35, 36], so we will keep our discussion
streamlined. For experts or casual readers, we have boxed some important equations.
2.1 Regge trajectory
The leading Regge trajectory of a large N CFT may be dened as the set of conformal
primary operators of lowest twist for a given spin s  2, analytically continued to complex
spin. Dening conformal dimensions as
 = h+ i ; where h  d
2
(2.1)
the Regge trajectory is dened by the analytic function j() = j( ). If we dene s as
the value of  for which the spin-s operator achieves its dimension according to (2.1), then
j(s) = s. There are two especially important points on the trajectory:
j(0) : Intercept
j( ih) = 2 : Stress tensor (2.2)
We depict a typical leading Regge trajectory in gure 2.
The leading Regge trajectory in a nite N theory is known to be convex and monotonic.
That is the leading trajectory obeys:
0 <  ij0() < 1 ; j00() < 0 (2.3)
The upper bound on  ij0() comes from unitarity,  = h + i  2h   2 + j(), while
convexity was proven in [14]. At the intercept, j0(0) = 0. We will sometimes use the
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symbol j() inside correlation functions, as in hOOj()i, where it denotes the contribution
of the leading Regge trajectory at some value .4
In Regge kinematics, recalled below, large N CFT four-point functions are dominated
by the leading Regge trajectory of single trace operators. Its contribution may be resummed
into the exchange of an the eective eld j(); this is achieved by the program of conformal
Regge theory, developed in [21]. A four-point function of conformal, possibly spinning,
primaries is xed by conformal invariance up to a reduced amplitude A(z; z), where the
conformal cross-ratios are
u = zz =
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
34
; v = (1  z)(1  z) = x
2
14x
2
23
x213x
2
34
(2.4)
with xij = xi  xj . The Regge limit is reached by analytically continuing z around 1 while
keeping z xed, and then taking the limit
z; z ! 0 ; z
z
xed: (2.5)
In taking this limit, it is also convenient to use the parameterization
z = e ; z = e  (2.6)
whereupon the Regge limit is  ! 0 with  xed. For scalars Oi, the Regge correlator was
derived in [21]. We will be interested in the analogous result for spinning operators, studied
for specic cases in [14]. In any d, four-point functions of symmetric traceless tensors can
be written, in a conformal block decomposition, as weighted sums of dierential operators
acting on scalar conformal blocks [37, 38]. The full four-point function is thus expressed
as a sum over a nite number of distinct such operators, each one representing a unique
tensor structure. In this \dierential basis,"
A(; ) =
X
O
NstrucX
k=1
d
(k)
12Od
(k)
34ODkG;`(; ) (2.7)
where G is the scalar conformal block for dimension-, spin-` exchange, Nstruc is the
number of independent tensor structures, and d
(k)
12Od
(k)
34O is the product of OPE coecients
associated to each structure in the exchange of O. We will employ a standard index-free
notation [34] in which Lorentz indices are contracted with null polarization vectors z:
O(x; z)  O1:::s(x)z1 : : : zs (2.8)
where z2 = 0. In this case, the dierential operators Dk are functions of positions and
polarizations.
4It is important to distinguish between the exact, leading Regge trajectory at nite N and the leading
Regge trajectory of single-trace operators in large N CFTs. The latter are not in general required to be
convex, but we will assume the same conditions for the large N trajectory in a neighborhood of the intercept
that includes the stress-tensor point. This has passed some consistency checks [14, 21, 35].
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2.2 Spinning conformal Regge theory
We will be focused on a four-point function of two scalar primaries  and two spinning
primaries O1;2 of spins `1;2:
hO1(x1; z1)O2(x2; z2)(x3)(x4)i (2.9)
In this case, in the O1O2 ! O !  channel, Nstruc is given by the number of independent
three-point tensor structures in hO1O2Oi. For even parity, generically we have [34],
Nstruc =
1
6
(`1 + 1)(`1 + 2)(3`2   `1 + 3) (2.10)
Imposing permutation symmetry or conservation reduces this number. Taking the Regge
limit of the reduced amplitude A(; ) in position space, one nds
ARegge(; ) = (Disconnected) +
Z 1
 1
d
NstrucX
k=1

(k)
12j()Dk 
1 j()
i() (2.11)
We leave the (z1; z2)-dependence of A implicit. The ingredients here are as follows. First,

i() is the Hd 1 harmonic function over a geodesic distance , for scalar dimension
 = h  12 + i. In terms of the Hd 1 bulk-to-bulk propagator i(),

i() =
i
2
 
i()  i()

; (2.12)
where
i() =
1 h
2
 (h  1 + i)
 (1 + i)
e(1 h i)2F1(h  1; h+ i   1; i + 1; e 2) (2.13)
Next, the fDkg form a basis of Regge dierential operators, and are functions of positions
and polarizations. Finally, 
(k)
12j() are proportional to the squared OPE coecients for
Reggeon exchange of the k'th structure in the dierential basis,

(k)
12j() = X()()( )d
(k)
12j()dj()Kh+i;j() (2.14)
where (); X() andKh+i;j() are dened in appendix B. Since we always study hO1O2i
correlators in this paper, we will label squared OPE coecients only by the operators O1
and O2. We will henceforth ignore the disconnected piece of ARegge, which corresponds to
identity exchange.
Following [14], we will eventually be imposing unitarity on the Regge limit of the
correlator in impact parameter space. Applied to ARegge, the Fourier integral
A(; ) = ( 1)  12 (1+2) 
Z
dp dp e 2ipx 2ipx
B(p; p)
( p2)h  12 (1+2)( p2)h 
(2.15)
where 2 = x2x2 and  cosh  =  2x  x, denes the impact parameter representation of
the Regge correlator,
BRegge(S;L) =
Z 1
 1
dSj() 1
NstrucX
k=1

(k)
12j()D^k
i(L) (2.16)
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where the impact parameter variables (S;L) are
S = 4jpjjpj ; coshL =   p  pjpjjpj : (2.17)
The form is essentially identical to (2.11). In these variables, BRegge(p; p) is the S ! 1,
xed L limit of B(p; p). The fD^kg form a basis of Regge dierential operators in impact
parameter space. The 
(k)
12j() are proportional to the product of OPE coecients in this
basis, which we call B:

(k)
12j() = X()B
(k)
12j()Bj() (2.18)
The B
(k)
12j() basis of OPE coecients is linearly related to the d
(k)
12j() basis.
Let us write (2.16) in a compact fashion,
BRegge(S;L) = i

Z 1
 1
d  Sj() 1X()D() i(L) (2.19)
The real operator D is a sum over impact parameter space dierential structures in the
Regge limit,5
D()  Bj()
NstrucX
k=1
B
(k)
12j()D^k (2.20)
We have used the evenness of the integrand to trade 
 for  using (2.12). We emphasize
that the coecients B
(k)
12j() are dened with respect to a basis of tensor structures in the
Regge limit: changing bases can introduce various kinematic factors, as we will see later.
2.2.1 Sliding along the Regge trajectory
Now we evaluate the integral by the saddle point approximation (recall that S !1). The
saddle 0 is dened by
  ij0(0) = L
logS
(2.21)
Note that 0 is a function of L, and that  ij0(0) > 0. Expanding BRegge around the saddle
point,
  iBRegge(S;L)  Sj(0) 1
 
0

s
2
 j00(0) logSX(0)
!
D(0) i0(L) (2.22)
The Sj(0) 1 is the hallmark growth, with Reggeon spin j(0). By dialing L, we move the
saddle point and access dierent points on the Regge trajectory.
Expanding (2.21) around 0 = 0, using the fact that j
0(0) = 0, means keeping L xed
at large S. The resulting bounds are optimized by taking L 1.
5The relation to [14] is [X()D()]here = Dthere. Note that in passing from (2.14) to (2.18), we have
absorbed a factor of Kh+i;j(), which can have zeroes, in the denition of B
(k)
12j(). This will be convenient
when relating our large gap bounds to AdS physics. The Bj() coupling is unique, xed by a Ward
identity, and is never suppressed at large gap.
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To expand (2.21) at large gap we will make the general ansatz:
j() = 2 
1X
n=1
jn(
2) 2ngap : (2.23)
for some degree-n polynomials jn(
2), about which we will say more in the next section.
This is the most general form for j() such that it remains nite in the limit gap ! 1,
up to exponential corrections. Then for j0j  2gap,
  ij0(0)  1
2gap
+ : : : (2.24)
Therefore, we are still in the regime of xed L  logS. In particular, we may access the
stress tensor point j = 2 at 0 =  ih. All of the results we derive for hTTOi correlators
in large gap CFTs use only the j0j < gap region.6
In order to sit on the stress tensor point without assuming large gap, we must be a
bit more careful. In general, 0 <  ij0(0) < 1, so the saddle point equation is generically
satised only for L  logS. The conditions under which the unitarity condition evaluated
in the saddle point approximation is valid, even when we take  to the stress tensor point,
were explored in section 4.5 of [14]. The prescription for deriving conformal collider bounds
is to scale L to innity while sitting at j = 2.
2.2.2 Unitarity bound
With all pieces in order, let us introduce the essential constraint. In impact parameter
space, B obeys a unitarity condition [14, 35]. In a large N theory, where B represents the
connected Regge correlator to leading order in 1=N ,
Im ( iBRegge(S;L))  0 (2.25)
This follows from writing B in terms of a phase shift  as B = ei, and imposing the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality on a pair of states whose inner product denes the Regge correlator;
this leads to Im ((S;L))  0, which becomes (2.25) to leading order in the 1=N expansion.
Noting that 0 is negative imaginary, and that Re (X()) < 0, the unitarity condition
applied to the saddle point result (2.22) implies
D(0) i0(L)  0 (2.26)
This should be viewed as a bound on the OPE coecients B
(k)
12j(0)
, analytically continued
to the saddle point 0. By tuning 0, and the polarizations in the denition of D(0), this
can be used to derive constraints on the OPE coecients at various points along the Regge
trajectory.7
6See section 4.5 of [14] for a careful discussion of the validity of the saddle point approximation as a
function of 0.
7One can either think of D as a function of polarizations, which can be tuned to yield multiple constraints,
or as a matrix in the space of polarizations. We will often employ the former. The latter is useful in making
contact with conformal collider bounds, for example, where decomposition into SO(d   2) representations
neatly organizes the bounds.
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Figure 3. In the Regge limit, the connected four-point function h		i is dominated by Reggeon
exchange in the 		!  channel. Unitarity bounds the three-point couplings.
3 Main idea: hTTOi bounds from mixed correlators
Consider now the four-point function
h		i (3.1)
where 	 is a linear combination of spinning primaries:
	 = a1O1 + a2O2 (3.2)
for constants ai, where Oi are spinning operators dotted into polarization vectors. We now
have a matrix of correlators,
h		i = ay 
 
hO1O1i hO1O2i
hO2O1i hO2O2i
!
 a (3.3)
In the Regge limit, the unitarity condition on h		i becomes a positive semi-denite
constraint on the dierential operator D, now viewed as a symmetric matrix in the space
of operators:
D(0)i0(L) =
 
D11(0) D12(0)
D12(0) D22(0)
!
i0(L)  0 (3.4)
Its components Dij(0) are the correlators hOiOji in the Regge limit (2.19), expanded
in the OiOj ! j(0)!  channel of gure 3:
Dij(0) = Bj()
X
k
B
(k)
OiOjj(0)D^k : (3.5)
Positive semi-deniteness is equivalent to non-negativity of all principal minors of D:
D11  0 ; D22  0 ; D11D22  D212  0 (3.6)
The upper bound on D212 implies upper bounds on B(k)12j(0).
In this paper, we will mostly be concerned with linear combinations of stress tensors
with other primaries:
	 = aTT + aOO (3.7)
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Then
D12(0) / BTOj(0) (3.8)
At 0 =  ih where j( ih) = T , unitarity (3.6) implies upper bounds on hTTOi couplings.
We will derive two dierent types of bounds. The rst apply to theories with gap  1.
The second are conformal collider bounds, which apply in general. We explain our approach
to each of these in turn.
3.1 Large gap CFTs
The scale gap is dened by
j( i(gap   h)) = 4 (3.9)
The spin j() has an expansion in 1=gap given in (2.23). As higher spin (single-trace)
operators decouple, the Regge trajectory attens out. Note that stress tensor conservation
implies j( ih) = 2 to all orders in 1=gap. Likewise, all OPE data along the trajectory
admits a similar expansion.
The essential argument for bounding hTTOi at large gap, inspired by [14], is the
following. For the spin-four operator, i  gap, so the existence of a nite large gap limit
requires OPE coecients hO1O2j()i to be nite in the limit
jj ! 1 ; gap !1 ; jj
gap
xed (3.10)
On the other hand, regarded as functions of , the hO1O2j()i admit an expansion in
1=gap. This implies
hO1O2j()i  hO1O2j(0)i+
1X
n=1
Pn(
2)
2ngap
(3.11)
where Pn(
2) is an even, degree-n polynomial in  that obeys Pn(0) = 0, but is otherwise
theory-dependent. It follows that suppression of hO1O2j()i at large gap, for any nonzero
, can be diagnosed by looking at the intercept. In particular, evaluated at the stress tensor
point  =  ih,8 it follows that
hO1O2j(0)i = 0 ) hO1O2T i   2gap (3.12)
This suggests a strategy to derive bounds on hTTOi couplings: using the linear combina-
tion (3.7) to generate the matrix of correlators (3.4), apply the unitarity constraint (3.6)
to show that the o-diagonal components D12(0) must vanish at the intercept, 0 = 0.
We emphasize that O is a light single-trace9 operator, whose dimension does not scale
with gap.
8We explained above that this is still a large S, xed L regime. Let us also clarify that in this high
energy limit, the only constraint on L is that it remain parametrically larger than the Planck scale L `P ;
in particular, L is not bounded below by gap. At Planckian distances, the leading 1=N approximation
of the Regge correlator breaks down, e.g. the separation between the \single-trace trajectory" and higher
trajectories is not valid.
9Double-trace O appear in the TT OPE suppressed by an extra power of 1=pCT , nor is it clear whether
conformal Regge methods apply straightforwardly when the external operator is multi-trace.
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Now let us explain why D12(0) would vanish, and how to diagnose the degree of sup-
pression with gap. To optimize the bounds, we take L 1 as we approach the intercept,
as explained below (2.21). A key point is that the AdS propagator i0(L) diverges as a
power law at small L in d > 3, and logarithmically in d = 3:
i0(L 1) 
8>><>>:
L3 d

1 d
2
4
 

d  3
2

; d > 3 ;
  logL
2
; d = 3 ;
(3.13)
Looking back at the form of (3.4), and the unitarity constraint D212  D11D22, this implies
that every extra derivative in D12, relative to the diagonal terms Dii, must have a coecient
with one more power of  1gap as we approach the intercept. In other words, to count powers
of gap in the suppression of hO1O2j()i for any , we just need to count derivatives in the
o-diagonal structure hO1O2j(0)i as we approach L = 0: in the impact parameter space
B-basis,
D(0) /
0B@ B11j(0)
P
k
B
(k)
12j(0)@
nk
LP
k
B
(k)
12j(0)@
nk
L B22j(0)
1CA ) B(k)12j()   2bnk+12 cgap (3.14)
The diagonal Biij(0) always have derivative-free terms, so we have shown only these because
they are unsuppressed. (The derivative terms can be set to zero by considering the single
correlator hOiOii in the Regge limit, rather than the mixed system.) Evaluating this at
 =  ih, the stress tensor point implies the scaling
B
(k)
12T  
 2bnk+1
2
c
gap (3.15)
for the k'th OPE coecient in hO1O2T i. The oor symbol implements the evenness in
 of the OPE coecients along the Regge trajectory, which buys an extra power of gap
suppression for odd n. In the following sections, we implement this strategy for a host of
o-diagonal spinning three-point functions involving stress tensors.
3.2 Collider bounds for all CFTs
We also use this setup to derive o-diagonal conformal collider bounds. Here we do not
assume that the CFT has a higher spin gap. Instead we implement the unitarity condi-
tion (2.26) in the L  1 limit, at the stress tensor point, j( ih) = 2. In this regime, the
AdS propagator has exponential behavior,
i(L 1)  
1 h
2
 (h  1 + i)
 (1 + i)
e(1 h i)L (3.16)
which implies that all matrix elements of D are comparable. Then the upper bound on
D12(0) at 0 =  ih becomes an upper bound on hTTOi, of the schematic form
hTTOi2  hTTT ihTOOi (3.17)
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hTOOi is essentially inert in this calculation. For instance, for scalar O, hTOOi has a
unique tensor structure and OPE coecient xed by Ward identities, which in our conven-
tions in embedding space (see appendix A) reads
hT (P1;Z1)O(P2)O(P3)i =   dO
(d  1)pCT
V 21
P
d+2
2
12 P
d+2
2
13 P
2O d 2
2
23
(3.18)
where CT is dened via the stress tensor two-point function,
hT (P1;Z1)T (P2;Z2)i = CT H
2
12
P d+212
(3.19)
The actual bounds depend on the spin and conformal dimension of O, and will involve some
subset of the three hTTT i couplings. Compared to the large gap considerations, deriving
the collider bounds requires more precise information about the matrix D.
Review: hTTT i. Before implementing this strategy, we need to summarize the con-
straints on hTTT i, rst derived in [11] and recapitulated in Regge language in [14, 15, 35].
Detailed formulas can be found in [14].
After imposing permutation symmetry and conservation, there are three conformal
structures in the hTTT i correlator [39]. We may parameterize them using the free-eld
basis,
hTTT i = nBhTTT iB + nF hTTT iF + nV hTTT iV (3.20)
The nB and nF structures are those of nB free bosons and nF free fermions, respectively;
the nV structure is that of a free
d 2
2 -form in even dimensions, but may be viewed more
generally as a label for the third structure in any dimension. In d = 3, there are only two
independent parity-even structures, and a new parity-odd structure whose form we will
recall in due course.
Another convenient parameterization was given in (1.2). The latter parameterization
is convenient because 2 and 4 are suppressed by the expected powers of gap shown
in (1.3) [11, 13{15, 35]. This suppression is precisely because the tensor structures in the
dierential basis have extra derivatives relative to the Einstein structure. hTTj()i has
three conformal structures for general j(), which we write as
hTTj()i = hTTj()iEinstein + 2()hTTj()iR2 + 4()hTTj()iR4 (3.21)
where the notation means analytic continuation along the Regge trajectory, i.e.
hTTj( ih)i = hTTT i with the parameterization (1.2). The suppression (1.3) follows from
the analysis of hTTj()i at the intercept, as articulated in [14] and above. Analyzing (3.21)
at large L and j( ih) = 2, with no gap assumption, yields the conformal collider bounds
of [22]. Doing so involves a judicious choice of graviton polarizations.
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4 hTTOi bounds for scalar O
In this section we will derive bounds on hTTOi, where O is a scalar operator. To do this,
we consider the four-point function h		i where
	 = aOO + aT z1;z1;T (4.1)
for some constants aO;T .
The o-diagonal terms in D are proportional to the three-point structure
hTOO;j()i  z1 z1 hT(x1)O(x2)O;j()(x3; z3)i: (4.2)
In the standard basis,
hTOO;Ji / c1V 21 V J3 + c2V1H13V J 13 + c3H213V J 23 (4.3)
with the denominator xed by conformal invariance (see appendix B.1). Conservation for
the stress tensor yields:
c2 =
2c1 ((d  1)  (d  1)O + J)
(2  d) (d  + J + O) ; (4.4)
c3 =
c1
  (d  1)2 + J(d+ J   2) + (d  1) (2 O) O
(2  d) (d  + J + O   2) (d  + J + O) : (4.5)
Thus, there is a unique structure and we will write CTTO = c1. We are ignoring a parity-
odd structure that exists only in d = 3, which we will treat separately in section 5.1.
We can construct D by writing a basis of dierential operators directly in the Regge
limit [14]. For a general spinning three-point function hO1O2O;Ji, the basis elements are
given by degree-si monomials built from zi  x^ and zi  r, where i = 1; 2 and r is the
covariant derivative on Hd 1 constructed using x^ and dened in (B.8). So for hTOO;Ji,
a basis is
D1 = (z1  x^)2; (4.6)
D2 = (z1  x^)(z1  r); (4.7)
D3 = (z1  r)2; (4.8)
The corresponding impact parameter space basis is given by replacing x^ ! p^. Details for
all the change of bases are given in appendix B.2.1. We will label the coecient of the
unique impact parameter dierential operator by BTOj().
4.1 Large gap
We rst apply the arguments of the previous section at the intercept, 0 = 0, to ex-
tract bounds at large gap. In the dierential basis (4.6){(4.8) or its impact parameter
space counterpart, hTOO;Ji has a unique conformal structure. Moreover, the unique
impact parameter space dierential operator has two derivatives. The diagonal correla-
tors hTTO;Ji and hOOO;Ji include structures with no derivatives. Therefore, at the
intercept, BTOj(0) vanishes, leading to the desired suppression of BTOT .
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This completes the argument, but let us be more explicit. For generic polarizations
the scaling of the matrix D(0) at 0  0 takes the form
D(0) 
 
BTTj(0) BTOj(0) @
2
@L2
BTOj(0) @
2
@L2
BOOj(0)
!
(4.9)
Acting on 0(L 1)  L3 d, the leading behavior is10
D(0)0(L 1) / L3 d
 
BTTj(0) BTOj(0)L 2
BTOj(0)L 2 BOOj(0)
!
(4.10)
The o-diagonal terms dominate, which violates positivity unless BTOj(0) = 0. Therefore,
we conclude that, to leading order in L 1,
BTOj(0) = 0 : (4.11)
The L 2 scaling implies that, following our previous arguments,
BTTO   2gap : (4.12)
This is the desired result.
4.2 Holographic interpretation
The result (4.12) translates into a suppression of the AdSd+1 three-point coupling TTO
between two gravitons and a scalar eld  of mass m, where
m2L2AdS = (  d) (4.13)
After eld redenitions (e.g. [17]), we may parameterize this coupling as
TTO
Z
dd+1x
p
g C2 ; (4.14)
where C is the Weyl tensor. Since gap MHS, the mass scale of higher spin elds in
AdS, the bulk statement of (4.12) is a suppression of TTO M 2HS .
This should hold for all values of the scalar mass m. Proving this m-independence
using conformal Regge theory involves an interesting subtlety. It is well-known [28] that
for cubic scalar couplings, the proportionality factor between CFT OPE coecients C123
and local AdS couplings 123 vanishes linearly for 3 = 1 + 2 + 2n with n 2 Z0:
C123 /  

1 + 2  3
2

123 (scalars) (4.15)
This is the statement that for an \extremal" three-point function hO1O2O3i, the local
bulk couplings 123 = 0. The same is true for spinning correlators (see e.g. [40]), so one
might worry that TTO is suppressed only for certain values of m. However, it turns out
10We leave the logarithmic beahvior in d = 3, shown in (3.13), understood.
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that BTTO is an especially nice basis in this regard: it is proportional to TTO without
any vanishing factors. The relation of BTTO to the standard basis, CTTO, is given in
appendix B. It takes the form
BTTO = g(O)CTTO ; where g(O) /   1

d  O
2

(4.16)
We see that g(O) has simple zeroes at O = 2d+ 2n. Therefore, for these values of O,
there is no bound when expressed in the standard basis. However, CTTO is related to TTO
by a dierent function, with simple poles at precisely these locations [31, 40]:
CTTO = f 1(O)TTO ; where f(O) /   1

d  O
2

(4.17)
These are the spinning extremal zeroes alluded to above.
Therefore, (4.12), (4.16), and (4.17) imply that for all values of the scalar mass m,
TTO M 2HS (4.18)
As discussed in the introduction, this, together with [11], implies that on the level of
cubic couplings, in a theory of gravity coupled to a scalar, the existence of a consistent
truncation to Einstein gravity is a direct consequence of the absence of higher spin elds.
In this way, there is a direct correspondence between a CFT derivation of suppression at
large gap and derivatives in AdS eective actions. We have demonstrated this here for
the hTTOi coupling for scalar O; in the following sections, we support this with several
more calculations involving elds of spin s  2. The overall picture is that a consistent
truncation to Einstein gravity exists in any theory without elds of spin s > 2.
Let us make some comments.
No consistent truncation to Gauss-Bonnet. Consider a theory of AdS gravity cou-
pled to a scalar eld. Through four-derivative order, the most general form of the La-
grangian, up to eld redenitions, is
L = R+ 2 + 1
2
(@)2 +
1
2
m22 + GB(R
2
   4R2 +R2) + TTO C2 (4.19)
We have brought the R2 terms into Gauss-Bonnet form using eld redenitions. Regard-
ing (4.19) as a classical action, the coecients obey the parametric constraint
GB M 2HS  TTO (4.20)
This implies that no consistent truncation to Gauss-Bonnet gravity is allowed when cou-
pling gravity to scalars, not even at xed order in low-energy perturbation theory: GB
and TTO are controlled by the same scale. This result does not follow from CEMZ alone:
the hTTOi coupling is required to rule out the truncation. Stated another way, it is a ne-
tuning to couple a free scalar to Gauss-Bonnet gravity, or to add the R2 term without
the Gauss-Bonnet term. These statements formalize the naturalness expectation from bulk
eective eld theory. Our argument here does not apply if either GB or TTO is generated
solely by loops, which generates a parametric separation. This can indeed happen, as in
SUSY AdS5 compactications.
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Computing hTTOi in top-down examples. It would be worthwhile to actually com-
pute the leading term in hTTOi in a CFT with a large gap. This can be done holographi-
cally. We are looking for AdSd+1M string compactications that include a KK scalar on
M which is uncharged under all global symmetries. Computing the leading term in hTTOi
in a 1=gap expansion amounts to deriving the cubic coupling TTO of the 0-corrected
eective action on AdSd+1.
One familiar example is the conifold theory, a 4d SU(N) SU(N) gauge theory with
N = 2 SUSY and an SU(2)  SU(2)  U(1)B global symmetry. At strong coupling, the
gravity dual is type IIB string theory on AdS5  T 1;1. Examination of the KK spec-
trum [41{43] reveals the existence of two singlet conformal primary scalars. The rst is
the superconformal primary of the multiplet containing the Betti current that generates
the U(1)B symmetry; by SUSY, the scalar thus has  = 2. The second is an unprotected
scalar with  = 6, namely, the k = 0 member of the Qk tower of operators in [42];11
this multiplet is the supersymmetrization of an F 4 term. Notably, Qk=0 descends from
an admixture of the 10d metric and four-form potential; this is fortuitous, because the
leading 03 correction to the type IIB supergravity action in the metric and ve-form sec-
tor is known explicitly [44]. Reducing it to ve dimensions, while keeping the KK scalar
uctuations Qk=0, would yield the desired cubic coupling; it would be very interesting to
carry this out. Other Sasaki-Einstein compactications AdS5  SE5 should have singlet
scalars as well.
There are also some cases in AdS4 that admit singlet KK scalars.
12 In fact, this
includes one of the most well-studied theories, namely, the N = 6 ABJM theories in the `t
Hooft limit with  ! 1, with type IIA dual AdS4  CP3. From table 1 of [46], one nds
SU(4)R singlet KK scalars of  = 4; 5; 6.
In both the conifold and ABJM cases, the gap scale is gap  1=4. The rst corrections
to the type II supergravity actions appear at O(03), which implies that hTTOi .  3=2
for these cases. In the ABJM case, it would be nice to check this prediction/bound for
using integrability [47{49]. We emphasize that there is no analog of this computation in
4d N = 4 super-Yang-Mills, where the TT OPE contains no scalar singlets to any order in
perturbation theory around  =1.
Changing CT under marginal deformations. If O is exactly marginal, then CTTO
controls the rst-order change in CT along the line of xed points,
CT /
Z
ddxhT (x1)T (x2)O(x)i (4.21)
In d = 4, CT / c cannot vary as a function of exactly marginal couplings in a super-
symmetric CFT [16]; but in the absence of supersymmetry, it is not known whether c can
11It is a remarkable fact that the T 1;1 spectrum includes operators which are not protected by SUSY, but
nevertheless acquire irrational, order one anomalous dimensions at strong coupling. The  = 6 operator
we mention in fact acquires no anomalous dimension at all!
12The case of AdS4 M1;1;1 is quite similar to AdS5  T 1;1: it also contains singlet scalars, including a
Betti scalar with  = 1, and one unprotected scalar, this time with  = 4. (In [45], this is a W long vector
multiplet with M1 = M2 = J = 0; see p.16.) Being an M-theory example, however, suppression of hTTOi
scales with an inverse power of N .
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change. Either way, the suppression CTTO   2gap shows that, in a CFT with a large gap,
any possible change of CT is highly suppressed. See [50] for an example where hTTOi was
used to generate a change in CT in a bottom-up holographic setting.
Model-building applications. hTTOi couplings have various phenomenological and
cosmological applications, of which we mention a few here. In [51, 52], the coupling (4.14)
was used to generate a vev for  in a black hole background. Our result (4.18) implies
that without higher spin elds, this vev must be parametrically small. This in turn implies
bounds on viscosity and transport coecients computed from this coupling (see e.g. 4.44
of [52]). The TT OPE also controls the Renyi entropy under second-order shape deforma-
tions (e.g. [53, 54]). Finally, the inationary observables discussed in [31], including the
tensor tilt of [55] and scalar-tensor-tensor non-gaussianities of the CMB, can now be linked
to the higher spin scale, as for hTTT i in [11]. We emphasize that the hTTOi coupling is
simpler than the hTTT i couplings.
Extremal correlations with the Reggeon. The above zeroes and poles involved in
translating between CFT bases and AdS vertices are examples of a more general statement
that holds anywhere along the Regge trajectory: transforming our bounds in the B-basis
to the standard C-basis, and then to analytically continued AdS vertices,
BTOj() = g(O)CTOj()
CTOj() = f 1 (O)TOj()
(4.22)
where
g(O) /   1

3h+ i  O
2

; f 1 (O) /  

3h+ i  O
2

(4.23)
g(O) is given in appendix B. These are nothing but the usual zeroes of extremal cor-
relators at O = T + (), with one operator analytically continued in spin. So, for
instance, in the standard basis, the bound on the anaytically-continued OPE coecient
CTOj(0) vanishes at O = 3h+ 2n for n 2 Z0.
4.3 Collider bound
Next, let us study the stress tensor point, j( ih) = 2, without taking large gap, which
entails taking L  logS  1. To extract the conformal collider bounds we will need
more information about the diagonal matrix elements at the stress-tensor point and the
scaling of phase shift matrix elements at large L. To start, we should recall that in impact
parameter space the conservation condition for hTOi becomes
pB(p; p) = 0; (4.24)
There is a similar condition for hTT i. We will use this condition to work directly
in Hd 1, which plays the role of transverse space in the dual AdS experiment. To perform
this projection, we follow [14] and write p = Ee and p = Ee, where E, E  0 and
e =
1
r
 
1; r2 + e2?; e?

; e =
1
r
 
1; r2 + e2?; e?

; e; e 2 Hd 1: (4.25)
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where we use the hyperbolic metric ds2 = r 2(dr2 + de2?). We can transform to the
coordinate system given by p = (E; r; e?) and then conservation implies BE(p; p) = 0.
Therefore, for conserved operators it is natural to set E = 1 and restrict to the transverse
space parametrized by p^ = (r; e?).
In practice, this projection is implemented by acting with the operators given
in (4.6){(4.8) and making the following replacements: z  p^! 0 and z  ^p!   sinh(L)z  n
where
n^ =
1
rr sinh(L)
(r   r cosh(L); e?   e?): (4.26)
The exact form of n is not important, it will play the same role as the position of the
detector operator on the sphere at innity in the corresponding conformal collider set-
up [22]. That is, after we restrict the polarizations to the transverse space, zE = 0, we will
vary z relative to n, which remains xed, in order to nd the optimal bounds.
Furthermore, we will also make the replacement z^z^ ! ^^ , where ^^ is a symmetric,
traceless, transverse tensor, to simplify the presentation. After we have done all of this, we
nd the diagonal terms are [14]:
DTT (0)i0(L)

0= ih = BTB
(1)
TTT h(L)jj2

1 + t2

n      n
jj2  
1
d  1

+ t4
 jn    nj2
jj2  
2
d2   1

;
DOO(0)i0(L)

0= ih = BTBOOT h(L);
(4.27)
where
BTB
(1)
TTT
^()(; 5)

= ih
= CT
 (2h+ 6)  (h+ 6)
h(2h+ 1) (2h)
(4.28)
BTBOOT
^()(; 0)

= ih
= COOT (4.29)
where ^ and  dened in appendix B.1 and we have suppressed their dependence on the
external operator dimensions. The new o-diagonal term is given by:
DTO(0)i0(L)

0= ih = BTBTTOh(L)[d(d  1)n    n]: (4.30)
In writing down these expressions we have implicitly taken L large so that we can access
the stress-tensor point. To derive the optimal bounds we can then decompose D with
respect to the SO(d   2) transverse rotational group that leaves n invariant. Given the
form of (4.30) we can see it is a singlet under SO(d   2) and therefore is bounded by the
eective number of scalars in hTTT i. It will also be convenient to write
^^ =
1
2
(1;^2;^ + 2;^1;^)  1
d  1g^^1  2 : (4.31)
We derive the bound by setting 1 = 2 = n. In the standard basis (4.3) the result is:
C2TTO
CO
f()  nB (4.32)
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where CO is the norm of O, f() is dened as
f() =
4h(2h  1)3  (h+ 1)   (2h+ 1)   ()   (  h+ 1)
2(h  1)2 4  2 + 2  2  h+ 2  2  2h  2  (4.33)
and nB is the coecient of the bosonic structure in the free-eld representation of hTTT i
in (3.20). The non-trivial, positive function f() arises from the various factors in (4.28){
(4.29), which come from the transformation from the Regge dierential basis to the stan-
dard basis and the Fourier integration.
The explicit calculation above was for a single O, but we may generalize to the four-
point function h		i where 	 includes a sum over all scalar primaries of the theory,
	 =
X
i
aiOi + aTT (4.34)
At  =  ih, the phase shift matrix D takes the simple form
D( ih) =
0BBBBBB@
DTT ( ih) DTO1( ih) DTO2( ih) DTO3( ih)   
DTO1( ih) DO1O1( ih) 0 0   
DTO2( ih) 0 DO2O2( ih) 0   
DTO3( ih) 0 0 DO3O3( ih)   
...
...
...
...
. . .
1CCCCCCA (4.35)
The diagonality of the DOiOj sub-matrix follows from the fact that, for scalar primaries Oi
in an orthogonal basis, hTOiOji / ij . Demanding the positivity of each 2  2 principal
minor of D( ih) acting on h(L) yields (4.32) for each individual O; positivity of the full
matrix determinant yields the stronger bound
X
O
C2TTO
CO
f()  nB (4.36)
This result was recently derived using the ANEC in a mixed state in [31]. There,
f() arises from performing integrals over the sphere at null innity. The fact that Regge
constraints at large impact parameter include ANEC constraints is well-known [14].13
4.3.1 Comments
The bound (4.36) was nicely analyzed in [31]. So as to avoid redundancy, let us make just
a few new comments.
13One may also state this directly on the level of the  OPE [15]: in the Regge limit, the leading
correction to the identity is a \shockwave operator," which has support on a (d  1)-dimensional ball and
must be positive when evaluated in perturbative states. In the lightcone limit, this ball localizes on the null
line, the shockwave operator becomes the null energy, and Regge positivity becomes the ANEC.
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Zeroes of f(). First, f() has double zeroes at  = 4h + 2n = 2d + 2n. As noted
in [31], the zero is required due to the existence of scalar double-trace operators
[TT ]n : T@2nT : (4.37)
which are present in the TT OPE of any large CT CFT. These operators have dimension
TT (n) = 2d+ 2n+
TT (n)
CT
+ : : : (4.38)
This implies that without these zeroes, the bound (4.36) would be violated in a theory
with CT  nB !1, because C2TT [TT ]n=C[TT ]n  C2T .
Alternatively, one can consider a theory of nF  1 free fermions, which has nB = 0
but still contains these double-trace operators. Yet another natural way to understand
these zeroes, including the fact that f() has a double zero, was explained earlier using
the AdS interpretation of the extremal hTTOi correlator.
Large n scaling of mean eld theory OPE coecients. If we expand (4.36) around
CT =1 and sum over operators [TT ]n, we nd
X
n=0
aMFTTT (n)f
00(2d+ 2n)2TT (n)  2nB (4.39)
where
aMFTTT (n) 
(CMFTTT [TT ]n)
2
C[TT ]n
(4.40)
is the normalized squared OPE coecient for the operators (4.38) in the mean eld theory
(MFT) of stress tensors. The sum is cut o at nmax = , which scales with some power
of CT due to perturbative unitarity [56]. While a
MFT
TT (n) can be obtained in principle
by decomposing the MFT result for hTTTT i into confomal blocks, it is not yet known
explicitly; but we can bound its large n growth by expanding the rest of the summand
of (4.36) at n 1 and demanding consistency. The idea is to consider a CFT with CT  1
but nite nB. An example is a theory of nF  1 generalized free spin-1/2 fermions, dual
to nF free fermions in AdS. Ignoring overall constants and further subleading terms,
f 00(2d+ 2n 1)  16nn  7d2  4 (4.41)
The large n scaling of TT (n) depends on the details of the CFT. The fastest growth,
which will give us the strongest bound, happens when stress tensor exchange dominates
the TT interaction, as in holographic gap  1 theories. In this case, [10, 36, 57{59]
TT (n 1)  nd 1 (4.42)
Then approximating the sum as an integral and demanding niteness bounds the large n
MFT OPE coecients as
aMFTTT (n 1) . 16 nn
3d
2
+5 (4.43)
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This takes a similar parametric form as the known asymptotic behavior of the squared
OPE coecients for the scalar double-trace operators : @2n : in a MFT of scalars , of
conformal dimension  [60]:
aMFT (n 1)  16 nn 
3d
2
+4 (4.44)
The explicit aMFTTT (n) may in principle be derived using the weight-shifting operators of [38];
it would be nice to carry this out. Furthermore, once we know aMFTTT (n), we can also use
this bound to derive constraints on the anomalous dimensions generated from more general
solutions to crossing at large N .
Note also that (4.39) implies that in a large CT CFT, nB = 0 is only possible if TT = 0.
For generic CFTs, where the notion of double-trace is ill-dened, nB = 0 implies that the
only scalar operators which appear in the TT OPE must have the dimensions of double-
trace operators. Presumably, in either case, this is only possible if the theory is free.14
5 Holographic and collider bounds on hTO1O2i
In this section we will apply our method to other systems of correlators; derive new bounds
on three-point couplings for theories with a higher spin gap; and derive conformal collider
bounds for general CFTs. Throughout we will assume that the stress tensor Regge trajec-
tory is dominant in the limit S ! 1 with L held xed and will use the same logic as in
the previous section to derive the bounds.
First, a word on changes of bases and AdS couplings. In every case to follow, we derive
bounds on the -basis of impact parameter space, Regge dierential operators. When
translated into the standard position space C-basis of conformal structures, our bounds
become trivial at certain values of O, due to the presence of zeroes in the basis change.
Likewise, when translating the C-basis to the basis of local AdS vertices , there are
poles at these locations. In particular, in computing hTOj()i for a traceless, symmetric
operator O of spin-`O and twist O = O   `O, a slightly modied version of (4.22) holds
for parity-even couplings:
B
(k)
TOj() = g
(k)
 (O)C
(k)
TOj()

(k)
TOj() = f
(k)
 (O)C
(k)
TOj()
(5.1)
where k indexes the independent structures, and
g(k) (O) /   1

3h+ i   O
2

; f (k) (O) /   1

3h+ i   O
2

(5.2)
This is an exact analog of the situation in the `O = 0 case. For parity-odd couplings,
the poles are shifted by one, O ! O   1, in the above formulas. See gure 4.
14We note in passing the similarity of f() to the function appearing in the scalar sum rule of [61].
Whether those results can be unied with ours deserves to be understood.
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Figure 4. CFT three-point functions hTOj()i, computed holographically from AdS three-point
diagrams like the one shown, are \extremal" when O = T + () + 2n.
When = ih and this becomes a hTTOi correlator, these zeroes/poles at O=4h+2n
can be understood as arising from consistency of the bounds with the MFT of stress ten-
sors, which contains totally-symmetric spin-`O double-trace operators comprised of two
stress tensors.15
In the examples considered below, we will give the explicit form of the relevant double-
trace operators.
5.1 hTTOiodd in d = 3
Here we will again consider the four-point function h		i with
	 = aOO + aT z1;z1;T ; (5.4)
However, now we will focus on the parity-odd part of the three-point function hTOO;Ji,
which can only exist in d = 3. In the standard embedding space basis there are two possible
structures:
hTOO;Ji / (P1; P2; P3; Z1; Z3)

c1V1V
J 1
3 + c2H13V
J 2
3

; (5.5)
where  is the 5d Levi-Civita symbol in embedding space. Conservation implies
c1 = c2
(O   + J + 2)
O   : (5.6)
To match the conventions of [31] we dene
CoddTTO =
1
4
(c2   c1): (5.7)
15For general spin-`O, the structure of poles may depend on the index k. For instance, at `O = 2, there
are two families of totally symmetric double-trace operators, whose conformal dimensions dier by two:
:T@
2n@(@)T
 : ; :T(@
2nT ) : (5.3)
Which conformal structures these operators turn on | and, in turn, for which k there are poles/zeroes in
the corresponding functions f (k)(O) and g(k)(O) | is a matter of computation. We return to this issue
in section 5.4.2.
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When the third operator is the stress-tensor ( = 3 and J = 2), the above solution
automatically guarantees conservation at P3.
The Regge dierential operators are
D^1 = (z1; p^;r)z1  p^; (5.8)
D^2 = (z1; p^;r)z1  r; (5.9)
and we will label their coecients as eB(i)TOj(). Conservation of the external stress tensor
implies eB(1)TOj() = 0.
5.1.1 Large gap
To derive the holographic bounds, we count derivatives in D. There are two powers of r
in D^2, which indicates that at S !1 with L held xed, the o-diagonal matrix elements
grow faster than the diagonal terms by a factor of L 2. This implies:eBTOj(0) = 0 ) eBTOT   2gap (5.10)
In terms of the standard basis, this becomes:
CoddTOj(0) = 0 except for O =
11
2
+ 2n (5.11)
Holographically, the result is that coecient of the parity-odd couplingR
C

C is bounded to scale as M
 2
HS , as indicated in the table in the intro-
duction. There are many known parity-violating d = 3 CFTs with a large gap. These
include the ABJ theories [62] of U(N)k  U(M) k Chern-Simons gauge elds coupled to
bifundamental matter, and the Gaiotto-Tomasiello theories [63] that are instead based on
U(N)k1U(N) k2 with k1 6= k2. Both have AdS4CP3 supergravity duals in the `t Hooft
limit, with gap   1=4.16
5.1.2 Collider bound
To derive the conformal collider bounds we instead set  =  3i2 and consider the full phase
shift matrix. To simplify this analysis we will perform the replacement z^z^ ! ^^ , where
^^ was dened in (4.31). The optimal bounds are found by choosing 1 = n and 1 ? 2.
This picks out the free fermion structure in hTTT i. In terms of this coecient, we nd
(CoddTTO)
2fodd(O)  nF (5.12)
where
fodd(O) =
46086   (2O   1)
 2

7 O
2

 2

O+1
2

 2 (O + 3)
(5.13)
The bound has zeroes at O = 7 + 2n, due to the existence of the scalar double-trace
operators
[TT ]oddn;0 =  :T
@2n@T  : (5.14)
in parity-violating large-CT theories in d = 3.
16In the Gaiotto-Tomasiello theory, there are two `t Hooft couplings, i = N=ki. In the approximation
in which the zero-form ux F0 is small, k1   k2  k1 + k2, so gap   1=41  j2j 1=4.
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5.2 hTTV iodd in d = 4
Here we will study the four-point function h		i with
	 = aT z1;z1;T
 + aV z2;V
; (5.15)
where V is an arbitrary vector operator in d = 4. For the three-point function hTVO;Ji,
there are two possible parity-odd embedding space structures:
hTVO;Ji / (P1; P2; P3; Z1; Z2; Z3)(c1V1V J 13 + c2H13V J 23 ): (5.16)
Conservation for the stress tensor implies:
c1 = c2

J + 3
V   + 1

: (5.17)
If we set  = 4 and J = 2 the above solution guarantees conservation at P3 as well.
Following the conventions of [31], we dene the unique OPE coecient CTTV as
c2 =
CTTV
26
: (5.18)
If V = J where J is a conserved, Abelian current, then imposing conservation at P2 does
not yield any new conditions.
There are two Regge dierential operators:
D^1 = (z1; z2; p^;r)z1  p^; (5.19)
D^2 = (z1; z2; p^;r)z1  r: (5.20)
Conservation in impact parameter space implies that eB(1)TV j() = 0.
5.2.1 Large gap
To proceed we need some knowledge about the diagonal phase shift matrix element hV jjV i,
for which we present the relevant details in appendix C.1. To derive bounds in holographic
theories we will simply need to know that all impact parameter space operators for hV V T i
with covariant derivatives will be suppressed by gap.
From the above analysis, we also know the only allowed dierential operator, D^2, is
quadratic in r. We therefore nd the o-diagonal terms grow faster than the diagonal
terms hT jjT i and hV jjV i by a factor of L 2 as L! 0. This implies
eB(2)TV j(0) = 0 ) eB(2)TTV   2gap : (5.21)
In terms of the standard OPE basis we have:
CTV j(0) = 0 except at V = 7 + 2n (5.22)
The gap suppression of hTTV i and hTTJi translate, holographically, into a suppres-
sion of the coecient of the AdS5 mixed gauge-gravitational Chern-Simons term,
ARR
Z
A ^R ^R ; (5.23)
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with the higher spin scale:
ARR M 2HS (5.24)
When A is a gauge eld dual to a conserved current J , this term captures the mixed
anomaly in the dual CFT [2, 64],
rJ / ARRRR (5.25)
If V is not conserved, then A is massive, and this term no longer represents a mixed
anomaly in the dual CFT, but may still be present in the bulk. For instance, a bulk gauge
symmetry may be broken in the 1=N expansion, where a gauge eld acquires a mass due
to loop corrections.
It was argued in [65] using a at space shockwave calculation, following [11], that this
coupling violates causality when A is a U(1) gauge eld. See [66, 66{72] for further appli-
cations of this mixed Chern-Simons term to holographic entanglement and chiral vortical
transport. Note that if the bulk has N = 2 supersymmetry, the A ^ R ^ R term is a
superpartner of the R2 term [73], where A is the graviphoton that generates the U(1)R;
therefore, in this case, TTV   2gap follows from TTO   2gap.
5.2.2 Collider bounds
To derive the conformal collider bounds we set  =  2i and make the same replacement
z^z^ ! ^^ , where ^^ was dened in (4.31).
We nd the optimal bound by choosing 1 = n and 2 ? n. In terms of the free-eld
basis for hTTT i introduced in (3.20), and the basis for hTV V i given in (C.1), the bound
may be written as
C2TTV
(3  a2;V )CV V T f1(V )  nF (5.26)
where
f1(V ) =
32 4V +4 2

V
2 + 1

7 (V   4) 2V (V + 1)  2

9 V
2

 2

V +1
2

 2

V +5
2
 (5.27)
We call this function f1(V ) to indicate its role as the spin-1 version of the function f()
entering the scalar hTTOi bound. The coecients CV V T and a2;V , dened in appendix C.1,
are linear combinations of the OPE coecients which appear in hV V T i.
The function f1(V ) has similar behavior as f(), given in (4.33). Here we mention a
few properties. At large V , ignoring overall factors and a multiplicative oscillating factor
accounting for the double-trace zeroes,
f1(V  1)  4V  15V : (5.28)
As in our discussion of section 4.3.1, this implies a bound on the large n scaling of the
MFT OPE coecients for the parity-odd double-trace vectors,
[TT ]oddn;1 =  :T
@2n@T  : ; (5.29)
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though we leave the algebra implicit. The double zeroes at V = 9 + 2n are the expected
double-trace zeroes, due to the existence of [TT ]oddn;1 in parity-violating large-CT theories in
d = 4.17 Finally, let us also quote the expansion around the unitarity bound V = 3,
f1(3 + )  48
6
(1 + 3+O(2)) (5.30)
We can specialize to the case where V is a conserved current J , and parametrize hJJT i
by its free eld structures
hJJT i = Q2WF hJJT iWF +Q2CBhJJT iCB; (5.31)
where, following [31], the subscripts \WF" and \CB" refer to the three-point function
structures found in free eld theories of Weyl fermions and free complex bosons, respec-
tively. Then the bound above becomes
C2TTV  nWFQ2WF : (5.32)
where nWF = nF =2 parameterizes the hTTT i structure in a theory of Weyl fermions. This
matches the result found in [31]. One can think of (5.26) as a generalization of that result.
This becomes relevant when, for example, J is approximately conserved, but becomes
non-conserved in perturbation theory in some parameter. The example of 1=N gauge
symmetry-breaking was mentioned above. In these situations, (5.26) is the appropriate
bound on the cubic couplings hTTV i.
5.3 hTVOi
We will now consider the stranger case of the four-point function h		i where
	 = aV z1;V
 + aOO : (5.33)
At a technical level this is the simplest case to consider. On the other hand, hTVOi is
constrained to vanish for generic operator dimensions O and V , as we show below.
Nevertheless, we analyze it for the sake of completeness.
5.3.1 Parity-even
hVOO;Ji has two independent parity-even structures
hVOO;Ji / c1V1V J3 + c2H13V J 13 : (5.34)
When O;J = T , conservation for the stress tensor implies
c1 =
1
2
c2 ( dV + dO + 2) ; (5.35)
O = V  1: (5.36)
We will henceforth rename c2 = CVOT .
17The zero at V = 4 is not physical: we note, from (5.17), that at that point we instead have c2 =
CTTV = 0 and need to use c1 to parametrize hTTV i.
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The typical interacting CFT will not possess two operators O and V which satisfy
the requirement (5.36), but let us proceed.18 Furthermore, if V is a conserved current J ,
only the solution O = d   2 is allowed. We do not know of any interacting CFT where
hTJOi 6= 0 | indeed, there is an argument in [75] that hTJOi vanishes identically.
These caveats aside, we nd the following Regge impact parameter space operators:
D^1 = z1  p^; (5.37)
D^2 = z1  r: (5.38)
Since the external operators do not satisfy any conservation conditions, we have to
be more careful about the conservation conditions in the B basis. That is, we can only
relate B
(1)
VOj() and B
(2)
VOj() at the stress tensor point  =  id=2. For generic  there are
in principle no relations between dierent B
(i)
VOj(). Therefore, this case requires a slightly
dierent procedure. First we can bound B
(2)
VOj() at the intercept point  = 0, because D^2
is linear in r. This implies
B
(2)
VOj(0) = 0 ) CVOj(0) = 0 (5.39)
Since j() is even in , this implies that at the stress-tensor point we have B
(2)
VOT   2gap.
In this case there are no subtleties with zeroes when we convert to the standard basis
for both solutions to conservation. At the stress-tensor point, B
(1)
VOj() and B
(2)
VOj() are
proportional to each other, so this is sucient to show B
(1)
VOj() is also suppressed.
To derive the conformal collider bounds we set  =  id=2 and choose z = n. When
we choose the solution corresponding to O = V + 1, the collider bound is:
C2VOT 
4 
d
2  
 
d+2
2

CV V T ((d  2)a2;V + d  1)
(d  1)4 (V + 1) ; (5.40)
where a2;V and CV V T are the same linear combination of OPE coecients for hV V T i which
appeared in (5.27) and were dened in appendix C.1.
When we choose the solution corresponding to O = V   1 the collider bound is
C2VOT 
4 
d
2  
 
d
2 + 1

V CV V T ((d  2)a2;V + d  1) (d  2V )
(d  1)4  2V   1 (d  2V   2) : (5.41)
When V is actually a conserved current J this bound becomes:
C2JOT 
d 2dQ2F 
 
d
2 + 1

 
 
d
2
3
4(d  1)2 : (5.42)
where Q2F = Q
2
WF =2 gives the contribution of the eective number of Dirac fermions
to hJJT i.
18In [74], it was shown that found that a similar three-point function h bTVOi is non-zero in a free theory of
U(N) bosons or fermions, where bT is a conserved spin-2 operator that is charged under the global symmetry.
However, here we are considering hTVOi, which was shown in [74] to vanish in these free theories. There
may also be other interesting cases where a similar analysis to what follows is useful, e.g. if V and O are
charged under some global symmetry and couple to a subleading Regge trajectory.
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5.3.2 Parity-odd
We will now repeat the above analysis in d = 3 where we can also write down the parity-odd
structure:
hVOO;Jiodd / eCVOO;J (P1; P2; P3; Z1; Z3)V J 13 : (5.43)
If O;J = T then conservation implies V = O. There is also a unique Regge dierential
operator in impact parameter space:
D^ = (z1; p^;r): (5.44)
Since the only allowed dierential operator is linear in r, we see that in the limit L! 0,
the o-diagonal terms will grow faster by a factor of L 1. This immediately implies:eBVOj(0) = 0 ! eCVOj(0) = 0: (5.45)
At the stress tensor point, eBVOT   2gap. Once again, here there are no subtleties when
going between the bases.
To derive the conformal collider bound we choose z1 ? n and nd:
eC2VOT  3V (2  a2;V )CV V T8 (V + 1) (2V   1) : (5.46)
If V = J is a conserved current, the bound becomes
eC2JOT  9Q2F1284 : (5.47)
5.4 hTTMi for spin-2 M
Finally we study the four-point function h		i with
	 = aT z1;z1;T
 + aMz2;z2;M
; (5.48)
where M is a general spin-2 operator of dimension M  d, that is a singlet under all
global symmetries. This will yield bounds on three-point functions hTTMi.
When studying TM ! O;j() ! , there are at least two Regge trajectories of which
to be aware. One is the stress tensor trajectory, whose OPE coecients we want to bound.
The other is the M -trajectory, which will generically appear in the above channel. We will
assume that the stress tensor trajectory is dominant in the limit S !1 with L xed.
In the standard basis, there are 11 structures for hTMT i:
hTMT i /
X
n1;n2;n3
C
(n1;n2;n3)
TMT V
2 n2 n3
1 V
2 n1 n3
2 V
2 n1 n2
3 H
n1
23H
n2
13H
n3
12 ; (5.49)
where ni+nj  2 for i 6= j. After imposing conservation we nd two solutions, which we can
parametrize by C
(0;0;0)
TMT and C
(1;0;1)
TMT . Our method involves studying hTMO;Ji, for which
there are 14 structures for general J ; in impact parameter space, these are spanned by
D^n1;n2;n12 = (z1  z2)n12(z1  p^)2 n12 n1(z2  p^)2 n12 n2(z1  r)n1(z2  r)n2 ; (5.50)
where n1 +n12  2 and n2 +n12  2. When J  4, the D^n1;n2;n12 do not all create linearly
independent structures.
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5.4.1 Large gap
We start by considering a large gap theory where M is nite in the limit gap !1. The
resulting bounds were derived in at space in [11] by studying 2! 2 graviton scattering.19
The analogous analysis in the CFT would entail studying hTTTT i. One advantage of the
present approach is that it treats bounds on hTTMi on an equal footing with all the other
bounds: in all cases, the  operators produce the phase shift operator , whose matrix
elements we are directly constraining.
For simplicity we impose the unitarity condition in impact parameter space and restrict
to transverse polarizations for both T and M . Transversality involves taking z1  p^ ! 0
and z2  p^ ! 0, so only the dierential operators D^0;0;2, D^1;1;1, and D^2;2;0 can produce a
non-zero phase shift. Because D^1;1;1, and D^2;2;0 have two and four derivatives, respectively,
the unitarity condition at L 1 implies
B
(2;2;0)
TMj(0) = 0 B
(1;1;1)
TMj(0) = 0; (5.51)
As in previous sections, we are using the fact that the diagonal three-point couplings
BTTj(0) and BMMj(0) have terms with no derivatives.
20 Further imposing conservation on
T xes the other dierential operators in terms of these two couplings, thus implying that
all B
(i;j;k)
TMj(0) = 0 at gap  1. In terms of the OPE coecients these bounds become:
C
(n1;n2;n3)
TMj(0) = 0 except at M =
3d
2
+ 2 + 2n, with n 2 Zn0: (5.52)
At the stress-tensor point, this implies
B
(1;1;1)
TMT   2gap ; B(2;2;0)TMT   4gap : (5.53)
This matches the result of [11]. In d = 3, the B
(1;1;1)
TMT structure is not allowed, and we nd
the same constraint on B
(2;2;0)
TMT .
5.4.2 Collider bound
Next, we will derive collider bounds on hTTMi. Without imposing large gap, the matrix
D is rather complicated, involving several couplings on both the diagonal and o-diagonal.
However, we will take a technical shortcut to derive some bounds, postponing a fuller
approach to future work.
The shortcut is to only consider transverse polarizations for M . This is, of course,
not the most general conguration. Choosing the polarization tensors 1;2 to be real and
transverse, we can immediately write our matrix D as
Dij(0)i0(L)

0= ih =BTB
(1)
ijT h(L)i j (5.54)


ij+t
(ij)
2

ni j n
i j  
1
d 1

+t
(ij)
4

ni n nj n
i j  
2
d2 1

;
19See also [35] for similar bounds on hJJMi derived by studying hJJJJi.
20For details on gap scaling of hMMT i structures at large gap, see appendix C.2.
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where i; j = T or M . In the above expression we have implicitly taken a large L limit, so
the coecients t
(ij)
2;4 are independent of L.
The simplicity follows from our choice of transverse polarization for M : on the level of
this matrix, we are essentially ignoring its non-conservation. DTT was given in (4.27), and
DMM has an identical functional form: while hTMMi has six linearly independent tensor
structures after imposing permutation symmetry of M and conservation of T , imposing
transversality for M ensures that only three structures participate. Finally, DTM and DMT
have only two structures, and no diagonal piece because hT (P1;Z1)M(P2;Z2)i = 0.21
We now impose non-negativity of the principal minors of D. DTT  0 and DMM  0
yields collider bounds in the pure states 	 = T [22] and 	 = M [76], respectively. The
new bounds come from non-negativity of the full matrix determinant, detD  0. After
setting some normalizations (see appendix B.5), this yields three constraints, one for each
structure in hTTT i:

(d+ 1)(d  3)t(TM)2 + ((d  1)d  4)t(TM)4
2
(d+ 1)((d  3)t(MM)2 + (d  1)) + ((d  1)d  4)t(MM)4

E(MM)
f2(M )  nB (5.55)
(d+ 1)

(d+ 1)(d  3)t(TM)2   4t(TM)4
2
(d  1)

(d+ 1)((d  3)t(MM)2 + 2(d  1))  4t(MM)4

E(MM)
f2(M )  nF (5.56)
(d  3)

(d+ 1)t
(TM)
2 + 2t
(TM)
4
2
(d  1)

(d+ 1)( t(MM)2 + (d  1))  2t(MM)4

E(MM)
f2(M )  nV (5.57)
where
f2(M ) =
4
3d
2  2
 
d
2 +1

 (d+1) (M+5) 
  d2 +M+5
(d 2)(d+1)(d+5)(d+10) 2

M
2 +5

 2

M
2 +1

 2

d M2 +1

 2

d+M
2 +5

We call this function f2(M ) to indicate its role as the spin-2 version of the function f()
entering the scalar hTTOi bound. It obeys f2(M )  0 for all unitary M  d. In these
bounds, we have parametrized hTTT i by its free eld structures (3.20). The factors in
parenthesis in the denominators of (5.55){(5.57) are constrained to be non-negative, due
to DMM  0. We have included an overall constant E(MM), which xes the norm of M
and is thus constrained to be positive for all unitary M  d; we nd it convenient to keep
this factor explicit.
First, we note the consistency check that the last bound disappears when d = 3, as
expected: there is no nV structure in d = 3. In addition, in the remaining bounds, the
t
(ij)
2 drop out, leaving us with just t
(ij)
4 , correctly reecting the reduction in the number of
tensor structures.
21The coecients t
(ij)
2 and t
(ij)
4 can be related, if desired, to the standard basis. We provide this (long)
relation for t
(TM)
2 and t
(TM)
4 in appendix B.5, as well as our normalization conditions for B
(1)
TMT and B
(1)
MMT .
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Let us now analyze the (double) zeroes of f2(M ). These occur at M = 2d+ 2 + 2n,
the conformal dimensions of MFT double-trace operators of the form
: T @@@2nT : (5.58)
On the other hand, MFT also has a spin-2 double-trace operator of M = 2d, of the form
: T (T ) : (5.59)
As in previous examples, the left-hand sides of the bounds scale as C2T , while the right-hand
sides scale as CT at most; so f2(2d) 6= 0 seems to present a contradiction. A resolution
can be seen by passing to the standard basis using (B.76): at M = 2d, the coecients
t
(TM)
2;4 are functions of only one of the two independent hTMT i OPE coecients, namely,
C
(0;0;0)
TMT . The second coecient C
(1;0;1)
TMT remains unconstrained. This implies that in MFT,
the operator (5.59) must have vanishing C
(0;0;0)
TMT , but C
(1;0;1)
TMT can be nonzero. It would be
worthwhile to conrm this explicitly by performing an OPE decomposition of the MFT
result for hTTTT i.
It is also interesting to study what happens for free theories. Consider free bosons for
concreteness, with nF = nV = 0. All operators M must obey
M = 2d+ 2 + 2n and/or hTTMi = 0 : (5.60)
Even though nB 6= 0, the bosonic bound (5.55) will still be saturated if the ANEC is
saturated in the pure 	 = M state (i.e. DMM = 0). This is still consistent with a nonzero
result for hTMMi for the M 6= 2d+ 2 + 2n operators, because the denominator of (5.55)
depends on a linear combination of three hTMMi OPE coecients. Compared to the
saturation of the scalar hTTOi bound (4.36), in which both sides are nonzero, this is a
novel mechanism.
We emphasize that we have restricted to transverse polarizations for M . We may
also expect to derive interesting new bounds from the ANEC by considering longitudinal
polarizations [76, 77]. We hope to return to this problem in future work [78].
5.5 Application: nBnFnV > 0 in interacting CFTs
We now use these bounds to argue that
nBnFnV > 0 (5.61)
in interacting CFTs. This was conjectured by [33], who argued using dierent methods
that at least two of nB; nF and nV must be nonzero in interacting CFTs.
It is clear that if even a single spin-2 operator M gives a nonzero contribution to the
left-hand side of one of the bounds (5.55){(5.57) the corresponding parameter nB; nF or
nV must be nonzero. Therefore, proving that nBnFnV > 0 in a given CFT boils down to
proving the necessity of such contributions to the TT OPE.
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To warm up, let us set two of the parameters to zero. As noted above, every operator
M must then obey (5.60). These conditions are hallmarks of free theories: the typical
CFT spectrum is irrational, and the condition that hTTMi = 0 for all operators is highly
non-generic. We have reproduced the conclusion of [33] with this argument; in a moment,
we will give a stronger one.
Let us now set only one parameter to zero, say, nF = 0 for concreteness. Then every
operator M must obey
M = 2d+ 2 + 2n and/or t
(TM)
2 =
4
(d+ 1)(d  3) t
(TM)
4 (5.62)
This, too, is highly non-generic.
To strengthen what \generic" means, and to establish that there must exist non-
conserved spin-2 operators appearing in the TT OPE, we now appeal to the analyticity in
spin of CFT operator data. In [9], it was shown that the OPE data appearing in a scalar
OPE is an analytic function of spin J for all J > 1. More precisely, a scalar four-point
function h00i, is characterized by an \OPE function" c(J;), an analytic function of
J which is meromorphic for real integer J and has poles at physical operator dimensions
with residues
c(J;)

OO ;J
 CO;JC
00OO ;J
 O (5.63)
This implies the remarkable fact that operators contributing to a given four-point function
can be organized in families, extending from asymptotically large J all the way down to
(but not including) J = 1. In the proof of [9], the bound J > 1 follows from the statement
that a conformal block with J  1 does not grow in the Regge limit. (See also [79].)
Every CFT contains innite towers of multi-twist operators at asymptotically large
spins [80, 81]. One can label families of CFT operators by their large spin representatives.22
Analyticity in spin implies that these families extend all the way down through J = 2. This
implies that an innite number of spin-2 operators appears in a  OPE.23
This discussion applied to the  OPE, but the same physics applies to the TT OPE.
An analogous formula can be derived for spinning correlators [85], including for hTTTT i.
Following the logic of [9], the analyticity of the TT OPE data will extend to spins J  J 0,
where J 0 is the lowest spin for which the spinning conformal blocks grow in the Regge
limit. This growth is determined by the spin of the internal operator, so J 0 = 1. (For an
explicit example, see e.g. appendix B of [13] for the Regge limit of the T exchange block
in a hTTi correlator.) In particular, this includes J = 2.
22See [82] for a hands-on example of this approach in the 3d Ising model, and [83, 84] for a closely related
approach.
23We are making an assumption here: that an innite number of families do not decouple from the OPE
as the spin is decreased from innity. This seems impossible, but would not violate analyticity. For instance,
an innite number of residues could vanish. The full range of allowed behaviors is not yet understood. Note
that this does not happen for free theories. We thank David Simmons-Dun and Simon-Caron-Huot for
discussions on this.
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We conclude that an innite number of operators M appears in the TT OPE. There-
fore, a condition like (5.62) would require xing an innite set of OPE data. We take this
to imply that nBnFnV > 0 in any interacting CFT. In d = 3, where only nB and nF
bounds survive and t
(TM)
4 is the lone structure in hTTMi, the argument is even stronger: a
theory with nBnF = 0 necessarily obeys the \free conditions" (5.60) for all operators M .
24
6 Final thoughts
Overall, our results at large higher spin gap, following up on [4, 9, 11, 14, 15, 35], consti-
tute a signicant step toward proving the suciency of the gap condition for holographic
emergence. We have proven this for all three-point functions hTO1O2i when the Oi are
scalars, vectors or the stress tensor. We also proved bounds on hTTMi when M is a non-
conserved spin-2 operator. A full proof would also include mixed symmetry tensor elds (in
d > 3), and the expected suppression of all higher-derivative contact terms of the low-spin
elds. It would be satisfying to prove the correspondence between AdS derivatives and
CFT powers of gap more abstractly. It would be also be interesting to understand in
more detail the structure of the leading Regge trajectory beyond the stress tensor point.
In particular, the bound derived at the intercept can constrain not only the stress tensor,
but also the spin-four operator on the same trajectory [14]. Given the importance of both
the gap scale in deriving bounds on the TT OPE and the role of higher-spin operators in
restoring causality and unitarity, we can also expect to derive powerful new constraints on
this operator and possibly the entire trajectory.
We believe the conformal collider bounds presented here are likely to be the tip of an
iceberg in deriving universal constraints on CFT data. The centrality of the TT OPE in
CFT encourages further study. In this paper we have focused on operators of low spin,
in part to understand holographic CFTs, but there remains a trove of new bounds to be
discovered for higher spin operators in general. We plan to return to this analysis [78] in
order to further delineate the space of CFTs and the structure of the TT OPE.
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A Embedding space
We use the standard embedding space formalism as presented in [34, 37]. We introduce an
embedding space R2;d and lift the vectors x and z as
P = (P+; P ; P) = (1; x2; x); Z = (0; 2x  z; z); (A.1)
with the metric given by P  P =  P+P  + PP  . We will also dene Pij =  2Pi  Pj
which projects down as Pij ! x2ij when going back to physical space.
Standard basis. The standard parity-even structures are:
Hij =  2[(Zi  ZjPi  Pj   Pi  ZjPj  Zi)] ;
Vi;jk =
Zi  PjPi  Pk   Zi  PkPi  Pi
Pj  Pk :
(A.2)
For most operators we will use the normalization:
hO;J(P1;Z1)O;J(P2;Z2)i = H
J
12
P+J12
: (A.3)
The exceptions will be conserved currents and the stress tensors, where we will dene CJ
and CT as follows:
hJ(P1;Z1)J(P2;Z2)i = CJH12
P d12
; hT (P1;Z1)T (P2;Z2)i = CT H
2
12
P d+212
: (A.4)
When discussing three-point functions, for convenience we will write V1 = V1;23, V2 = V2;31,
and V3 = V3;12. Parity-even three-point functions then take the form:
hO1;J1O2;J2O3;J3i =
V m11 V
m2
2 V
m3
3 H
n12
12 H
n13
13 H
n23
23
P h12312 P
h132
13 P
h231
23
; (A.5)
hijk  1
2
 
i + Ji + j + Jj  k   Jk

: (A.6)
The mi and nij run over all possible values consistent with
mi  Ji   nij   nik  0 ; where j; k 6= i ; (nij  nji) (A.7)
for each i = 1; 2; 3. To generate parity-odd structures we will use the d + 2 dimensional
Levi-Civita symbol  in embedding space. Parity-odd three-point function structures in
d = 4 can then be found by multiplying parity-even structures by
(4d) =
1p
P12P13P23
(Z1; Z2; Z3; P1; P2; P3): (A.8)
In d = 3 the basic parity-odd structure we will need is
ij =
1p
P12P13P23
(Zi; Zj ; P1; P2; P3): (A.9)
There are three such structures, but only two are linearly independent.
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Dierential basis. There are four basic parity-even dierential operators, given by
D11

(P1 P2)

Z1  @
@P2

 (Z1 P2)

P1  @
@P2

 (Z1 Z2)

P1  @
@Z2

+(P1 Z2)

Z1  @
@Z2

1;0;
D12

(P1 P2)

Z1  @
@P1

 (Z1 P2)

P1  @
@P1

+(Z1 P2)

Z1  @
@Z1

0;1; (A.10)
D22D11j1$2 ; D21D12j1$2
where a;b implements the shift (1;2)! (1 + a;2 + b). The basis is then given by
Hn1212 D
n13
12 D
n23
21 D
m1
11 D
m2
22 (A.11)
acting on a basic (scalar)-(scalar)-(spin-J3) structure [34, 37].
In d = 4 there is a unique parity-odd dierential operator given by:
eD(4d) = Z1; Z2; P1; P2; @
@P1
;
@
@P2

: (A.12)
When constructing parity-odd three-point functions in d = 3 we will use:
eD1 = Z1; P1; @
@P1
; P2;
@
@P2

; (A.13)
eD2 = Z2; P2; @
@P2
; P1;
@
@P1

: (A.14)
There are other parity-odd dierential operators one can write down in d = 3, e.g.
eD3 = Z1; Z2; P1; P2; @
@P1

(A.15)
eD4 = Z1; Z2; P1; P2; @
@P2

(A.16)
but these operators will not generate new, linearly independent tensor structures for the
cases we consider. We will therefore restrict to using eD1 and eD2 without loss of generality.
B Change of bases: mixed systems
B.1 Denitions for Regge limit
In this section we will give the details for how to go from the standard, embedding space
basis to the impact parameter space basis in the Regge limit. A more detailed discussion
can be found in [14] and [87]. For convenience we will need to dene the following functions,
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which appear when studying the Regge limit for hO1O2O3O4i:
X() =

i cot

j()
2

  1

h+14j()
( ij0())
4i

(B.1)
() =  
 
1 + 2 + j() + i   d2
2
!
 
 
3 + 4 + j() + i   d2
2
!
; (B.2)
() = ()( )CO3O4j()K d
2
+i;j()X(); (B.3)
^() = ()=X(); (B.4)
K;J =
 ( + J)  (  d2 + 1) (  1)J
4J 1 
 
+J+12
2

 
 
+J 12
2

 
 
+J+34
2

 
 
+J 34
2
 (B.5)
1
 
 
1+2 +J
2

 
 
3+4 +J
2

 

1+2++J d
2

 

3+4++J d
2
 ;
with ij = i  j . We always choose O3 and O4 to be scalars, so we include their OPE
coecients in the denition of . The gamma functions in the denominator of the rst line
of K;J will be (partially) responsible for the fact that the bounds on the physical OPE
coecients disappear for special values of the external or internal operator dimensions.
Recall that  ij0() is positive and bounded for negative imaginary ,
0   ij0()  1 (B.6)
This implies Re (X()) < 0. Another function that will appear when doing Fourier
transforms is:
(; n) =
"
d 2
4
 
 
1 + 2 + j()  d2 + i
2
+ n
!
 
 
1 + 2 + j()  d2   i
2
+ n
!
  
 
3 + 4 + j()  d2 + i
2
!
 
 
3 + 4 + j()  d2   i
2
!# 1
(B.7)
Note that ()( )(; n) is independent of 3;4, and that ()( )(; 0) = 42 d.
Finally, we will implement the action of the covariant derivatives as:
rF1:::`(x^) = P P11 : : : P ``
@
@x^
F 1:::`(x^) (B.8)
P = (

 + x^
x^) (B.9)
where P implements the projection onto Hd 1.
In the remaining sections we will adopt the following conventions for labelling OPE
coecients in the various bases:
c or C : standard embedding space basis
d : dierential embedding space basis
B : Regge dierential impact parameter space basis
(B.10)
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The Regge dierential impact parameter space dierential operators, which we denote D^i,
are of the same form as the position space operators, which we denote Di, except with
x^ ! p^. In the c and d bases, ci or di will stand for the coecients of the i'th element.
We also use  and  as bases for the phase shift operator for a given four-point function
| see (2.14) and (2.18), respectively, for their relation to the d and B coecients.  is
dened in the same way as in [14] to facilitate simple comparison.
In the following we will also suppress the dependence of j on , the dependence of 
and  on the external scaling dimensions, and will use  instead of d2 + i to label the point
on the exchanged Regge trajectory. We do this to keep the expressions below as compact
as possible.
B.2 hTTOi
B.2.1 Parity-even
When O is a scalar, the standard basis for hTOO;Ji is:
fV 21 V J3 ; V1H13V J 13 ; H213V J 23 g: (B.11)
Conservation for the stress tensor yields:
c1 =
(d  2)c3(d+ O   + J   2)(d+ O   + J)
(d  1)(O  )2   (d  2)J   J2 ; (B.12)
c2 =
2c3((d  1)(O  )  J)(d+ O   + J   2)
(d  1)(O  )2   (d  2)J   J2 : (B.13)
The dierential, embedding space basis is given by:
fD212; D11D12; D211g: (B.14)
The conversion between the two bases is:
d1 =
(J   1)(c1J   c2(2a+  + J)) + c3(2a+  + J   2)(2a+  + J)
(  1)(J   1)J ; (B.15)
d2 =
2c3(2a  + J)(2a+  + J   2) + 2(J   1)(c1J   c2(2a+ J))
(  1)(J   1)J ; (B.16)
d3 =
(J   1)(c2(  J   2a) + c1J) + c3(  J   2a)(  J + 2  2a)
(  1)(J   1)J : (B.17)
where
a  1
2
(O   d) : (B.18)
Next we consider the action of these dierential operators in the Regge limit. It is conve-
nient to dene the dierential operators:
D1 = (z1  x^)2; (B.19)
D2 = (z1  x^)(z1  r); (B.20)
D3 = (z1  r)2: (B.21)
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In order to nd the relation between this basis and the position-space, Regge dierential
basis, we need to compare the action of both sets of operators when acting on a conformal
partial wave in the Regge limit. For the details of this procedure, see appendix C.1 of [14].
Here we will present the results:
1
()
=
 
 
1
2( 2a++J)

 
 
1
2(2a++J)

8 
 
1
2( 2a++J+2)

 
 
1
2(2a++J+2)

d1(2a+J 1)(2a+J+1)(2a  J)(2a  J+2)
+d2(2a J+1)(2a+J 1)(2a++J)( 2a++J) (B.22)
+d3
 
(J 2a)2 1(2a++J 2)(2a++J);
2
()
=
 
 
1
2( 2a++J)

 
 
1
2(2a++J)

2

ad2(2a++J)  12d1(2a+J)(2a  J+2)
 
 
1
2( 2a++J)

 
 
1
2(2a++J+2)

+
d3(2a J)
 
 
1
2( 2a++J+2)

 
 
1
2(2a++J 2)
; (B.23)
3
()
=
 
 
1
2( 2a++J)

 
 
1
2(2a++J)

2

d1( 2a++J 2)+d2(2a++J)
2 
 
1
2( 2a++J)

 
 
1
2(2a++J+2)

+
d3
 
 
1
2( 2a++J+2)

 
 
1
2(2a++J 2)
: (B.24)
Finally we need to perform the Fourier transforms and consider the conformal partial
wave in the impact parameter space representation. We will use the same set of dierential
operators (B.19){(B.21) in impact parameter space. We then nd the following relation
between the  and  basis:
1
(;1)
=
1
64

16( 1)(d  1) 3   d+2 2J 2O d+1
+22 ( J O+1)
 161 ( J O 1)  J O+1; (B.25)
2
(;1)
=
1
4

3
  d((J 2)+1)+  d+2+1O+( d)d+2(J 2)+J+d
+2
 
d+O ( 2J d+2)+J( d J+2) 2 2O

+1 (J+O)

; (B.26)
3
(;1)
=
1
4
  1 3 (J+O+d 1)2+22 (J+O+d 1) : (B.27)
After imposing conservation for the stress tensor we nd
2 = 0 (B.28)
3 =
1(d  1)
(  1)(d   1) (B.29)
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and
1
()(; 1)
=
c1(d   1) ( + J + O   2) ( + J + O) (d+  + J  O   2)
2(d  2) (d   J  O) :
(B.30)
The term (d+  + J  O   2) in the numerator leads to one of the double-trace
zeroes. The remaining zeroes are due to (). A consistency check on these calculations is
that this conservation condition agrees with the conservation condition in the embedding
space basis.
B.2.2 Parity-odd
For hTOO;Ji in d = 3 there are two parity-odd structures:
13fV1V J 13 ; H13V J 23 g: (B.31)
Conservation of the stress-tensor implies:
c1 =
c2 (O   + J + 2)
O   : (B.32)
Our basis for the dierential operators is:
fD11 eD1; D12 eD1g: (B.33)
The change of basis between the two is:
d1 =
c2 ( 3 + O   + J   1)  c1(J   1)
2 (  1) (J   1)J ; (B.34)
d2 =
c2 ( 3 + O +  + J   1)  c1(J   1)
2 (  1) (J   1)J : (B.35)
Similarly, we nd two Regge dierential operators:
D1 = (z1; x^;r)z1  x^; (B.36)
D2 = (z1; x^;r)z1  r: (B.37)
The  to embedding dierential change of basis is given by:
1
()
=
J 
  2a+J+
2

 
 
2a+J+
2

2 
  2a+J++1
2

 
 
2a+J++1
2
d1( 2a+J 1)(2a++J 1)
 d2(2a+J 1)( 2a++J 1)

; (B.38)
2
()
= J (d1(2a++J 1)+d2( 2a++J 1)) 
 
1
2( 2a+J+)

 
 
1
2(2a+J+)

2 
  2a+J++1
2

 
 
2a+J++1
2
 ;
(B.39)
where a =  12(T  O) = 12(O   3).
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Finally, after performing the Fourier transform, we nd  is related to  by:
1

 
; 32
 = 1
8
( +J+O+4)(+J+O+1)(1 (J+O 1) 2( 3)) ; (B.40)
2

 
; 32
 = 1
8
( +J+O+4)(+J+O+1)(1 2 (J+O+2)) : (B.41)
After imposing conservation, we nd 1 = 0 and
2

 
; 32

()
=
c2 ( +J+O+2)( +J+O+4)(+J+O 1)(+J+O+1)
8( 1)( O) 

J+ O+2
2

 

J++O 2
2

 

J+ O+3
2

 

J++O 3
2

: (B.42)
Note the pole at  = O is not physical: we can see from (B.32) that at this point
c2 = 0 and we should use c1 instead.
B.3 hTTV i
The parity-odd, embedding space structures for hTVO;Ji in d = 4 are given by:
(4d)fV1V J 13 ; H13V J 23 g: (B.43)
Conservation of the stress tensor implies:
c1 = c2

J + 3
V   + 1

: (B.44)
The dierential basis is generated by:
fD12 eD4d; D11 eD4dg: (B.45)
The conversion between the embedding space bases is:
d1 =
c2 ( + J + 2a  1) + c1(1  J)
2(  1)(J   1)J ; (B.46)
d2 =  c2 (  J   2a+ 1) + c1(J   1)
2(  1)(J   1)J ; (B.47)
where a = 12 (V   4).
We also nd there are two Regge dierential operators:
D1 = (z1; z2; x^;r)z1  x^; (B.48)
D2 = (z1; z2; x^;r)z1  r: (B.49)
The relation between the two position space, dierential bases is:
1
()
=
J (d1(2a+J 1)( 2a++J 1)+d2(2a J+1)(2a++J 1)) 
 
J+ 2a
2

 
 
J++2a
2

2 
 
J++1 2a
2

 
 
J++1+2a
2
 ;
(B.50)
2
()
=
J (d1( 2a++J 1)+d2(2a++J 1)) 
 
J+ 2a
2

 
 
J++2a
2

2 
 
J++1 2a
2

 
 
J++1+2a
2
 : (B.51)
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Once again, we perform a Fourier transform and nd the  to  change of basis is:
1

 
; 32
 = 1
8
( +J+5+V )(+J+V +1)(2(4 )+1 (J+V  1)) ; (B.52)
2

 
; 32
 = 1
8
( +J+5+V )(+J+V +1)(1 2 (J+3+V )) : (B.53)
After imposing conservation for the stress tensor at position one, we nd 1 = 0 and:
2

 
; 32

()
=
c2 ( +J+V +3)( +J+V +5)
8( 1)( V ) 

J+ V +3
2

 

J++V  3
2
 (B.54)


(+J+V  1)(+J+V +1) 

J+ V +4
2

 

J++V  4
2

:
B.4 hTVOi
B.4.1 Parity-even
We start with hVOO;Ji. The parity-even embedding space structures are:
fV1V J3 ; H13V J 13 g: (B.55)
When O;J = T , conservation of the stress tensor implies
c1 =
1
2
c2 ( dV + dO + 2) ; (B.56)
O = V  1: (B.57)
If V is a conserved operator only O = V  1 is allowed. The embedding space, dierential
basis is generated by:
fD12; D11g: (B.58)
The conversion between the dierential and standard basis is:
d1 =
c1J   c2 ( V + O +  + J   1)
(  1) J ; (B.59)
d2 =
c2 (V  O +   J   1) + c1J
(  1) J : (B.60)
The two Regge dierential operators are:
D1 = z1  x^; (B.61)
D2 = z1  r: (B.62)
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After taking the Regge limit we nd:
1
()
=
 

J++O V
2

 

J+ O+V
2

4 

J++O V +1
2

 

J+ O+V +1
2
 (B.63)


d1 (J+O V )(+J O+V  1) d2 (+J+O V  1)(J O+V )

;
2
()
=
(d2 (+J+O V  1)+d1 (+J O+V  1))
4 

J++O V +1
2

 

J+ O+V +1
2

 

J++O V
2

 

J+ O+V
2

(B.64)
Doing the Fourier transform yields:
1

 
; 12
 = 1
2
(2(  1)( d+  + 1) + 1 (d  J  O  V )) ; (B.65)
2

 
; 12
 = 1
2
(1   2 (J + O + V   2)) : (B.66)
The full change of basis is given by:
1
()
 
; 12
 =  

J++O V
2

 

J+ O+V
2

4 

J++O V +1
2

 

J+ O+V +1
2


c1
 
(O  V ) (d  J  O  V )  (d   1)( + J   1)

+ c2 ( + J + O  V   1) (  + J + O + V   1)

; (B.67)
2
()
 
; 12
 =    

J++O V
2

 

J+ O+V
2

4(  1) 

J++O V +1
2

 

J+ O+V +1
2


c1
 
(J   2)( + J   1) + JO + (2 + J   2)V

  c2 ( + J + O  V   1) (  + J + O + V   1)

: (B.68)
B.4.2 Parity-odd
For hV O;Ji in d = 3 there is a unique parity-odd structure given by:
13V
J 1
3 : (B.69)
with coecient ~c. This is generated by the embedding space dierential operator ~D1. The
unique Regge dierential operator is given by:
~^D = (z1; p;r): (B.70)
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Here the change of basis is trivial, since all coecients must be proportional to each other:
~d =   ~c
2J(  1) ; (B.71)

()
=  2J ~d; (B.72)

(; 1)
=
1
16
 
(3  2)2   (3  2 (J + O + V )) 2

; (B.73)
so we have

()(; 1)
= ~c
J
 
(3  2)2   (3  2 (J + O + V )) 2

32(  1) : (B.74)
If the exchanged operator is the stress tensor, conservation implies O = V .
B.5 hTMT i
Here we give some details relevant for the collider calculation in section 5.4.2.
We choose to dene the parameters B
(1)
TMT and B
(1)
MMT as
Bj()B
(1)
TMj()
^(TM)()(TM)(; 4)

= i d
2
= 1
Bj()B
(1)
MMj()
^(MM)()(MM)(; 4)

= i d
2
= E(MM)
(B.75)
where the functions ^ and  were dened in (B.4) and (B.7), and the superscript denotes
the external operator dimensions 1 and 2 in those formulas. We have included an overall
constant E(MM), which xes the norm of M and is thus constrained to be positive for all
unitary M  d; we nd it convenient to keep this factor explicit. (1)TTT can be found
in (4.28).
We also give the relation between the t
(TM)
2;4 structures and the standard OPE coe-
cients. With the overall normalization factor given above, the nal result is
t
(TM)
2 =
(M+4)(d+M+2)(d+M+4)
16(M+2)(d3(M (M+14)+16) d2(M (M (M+15)+42)+112)+3d(M (M (M+10)+44)+32) 2M (M+4)(M+8))  C(1;0;1)TMT (2d M ) 12  d3+d+22M+(d 2)(d 1)4M+(d 1)(d(d+10) 8)3M 4(d+2)(d(7d 11)+8)M
+32(d 1)d(d+2) 8C(0;0;0)TMT (2d4(M (M+4)+2) d3(M (M (2M+9)+24)+32)
+d2(M (M+2)(3M+17)+4) d(M (M (M+2) 22) 24) 2M (7M+8))

(B.76)
t
(TM)
4 =
(d+1)(d+2)(M+4)(d+M+2)(d+M+4)
8(M+2)(d3(M (M+14)+16) d2(M (M (M+15)+42)+112)+3d(M (M (M+10)+44)+32) 2M (M+4)(M+8)) 
2C
(0;0;0)
TMT
 
d3(M (M+5)+2) d2(M (M (M+5)+18)+20)+d(M+3)(M (2M+9)+6) M (M (M+11)+12)

 C(1;0;1)TMT (2d M )
 
d2(3M (M+2) 8) d(M+4)(3M 2) 2(M 4)M

(B.77)
As a reminder, we use the basis
hTMT i /
X
n1;n2;n3
C
(n1;n2;n3)
TMT V
2 n2 n3
1 V
2 n1 n3
2 V
2 n1 n2
3 H
n1
23H
n2
13H
n3
12 : (B.78)
One can verify with a magnifying glass that when M = 2d the dependence on C
(1;0;1)
TMT
disappears in t
(TM)
2;4 , as noted in the main text.
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C Filling in the gaps
In the following sections we will derive new bounds on three point functions in CFTs with
gap  1. The bounds on V and M are necessary to prove our earlier holographic bounds
on mixed systems involving those operators. The bounds on parity odd couplings involving
J and T will be necessary to show the universality of hJJT i and hTTT i in d = 3.
C.1 hV V T i
In this section we will both derive bounds for hV V T i at large gap and dene OPE coe-
cients which appeared in bounds for hV TOi and hTTV i. When we set V = d  1 we will
recover the results of [14, 87] for conserved currents. Here we will only consider parity-even
structures.
We start with hV VO;Ji. A basis for parity-even structures is:
fV1V2V J3 ; H23V1V J 13 +H13V2V J 13 ; H12V J3 ; H13H23V J 23 g: (C.1)
If O;J = T , then conservation at P3 implies:
c1 =
1
2
c4
 
d2   4+ 2c2: (C.2)
Furthermore, the Ward identity for T [76] implies
c3 =
V
d  1c2 +
d2   d  2V
2(d  1) c4 (C.3)
The basis for dierential operators is given by:
fD12D21; D12D22 +D11D21; D11D22; H12g: (C.4)
The corresponding change of basis is:
d1 =
(J   1) (2c2 ( + J)  c1J)  c4
 
J2 +  ( + 2J   4)
(  1) (J   1)J ; (C.5)
d2 =
c4
 
2   J2  (c1   2c2) (J   1)J
(  1) (J   1)J ; (C.6)
d3 =  c4 (J  )
2 + (J   1) (2c2 (  J) + c1J)
(  1) (J   1)J ; (C.7)
d4 =
c3 +
c4( J)
J 1   c1 + 2c2

: (C.8)
A basis of Regge dierential operators is:
D1 = (z1  x^)(z2  x^); (C.9)
D2 = (z1  x^)(z2  r) + (z2  x^)(z1  r); (C.10)
D3 = (z1  r)(z2  r); (C.11)
D4 = z1  z2: (C.12)
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The relation between the i and di basis is:
1
()
=
d1
 
J2 1(+J)+d3  J2 1(+J) 2d2(J+1)2(+J 2)+8d4(+J)
4(+J)
;
2
()
=
1
4
(d1 d3)J;
3
()
=
(d1+2d2+d3)(+J) 4d2
4(+J)
;
4
()
=
(d1(J 1) 2d2(J+1)+d3(J 1)+4d4)+(d1 2d2+d3)(J 1)J+4d4J+4d2
4(+J)
:
Performing the Fourier transform, we nd:
1
(;1)
=
1
4

( 1)(d  1) 3   d+d+2 2J 4V +1+22 (d J 2V +1)
 1 (d J 2V  1)(d J 2V +1)

;
2
(;1)
=
1
4

3
  d((J 2)+1)+2  d+2+1V +2(J 2)+J
+2
 
d+2V (d 2J 2V +2)+(J 2)(d J) 2

+1 ( d+J+2V )

;
3
(;1)
=
1
4
((J+2V  1)(22 3 (J+2V  1)) 1) ;
4
(;1)
=
1
16

82( 1)(d  1) 43( 1)(d  1)(J+2V  1)
+41 ( d+J+2V +1)+44 ( +J+2V )(d  J 2V )

:
In order to make our expressions more compact and in line with the conventions of [14],
we dene:

(1)
V V j() = 4  
3
 
d
2   1
2
+ 2

d  1 ; (C.13)

(2)
V V j() = 4   1; (C.14)

(3)
V V j() = 2; (C.15)

(4)
V V j() =  3: (C.16)
Using these variables, the full change of basis is given by:

(1)
V V j()
(;1)()
=
1
4(d 1)2

 2c2
 
d2+d( 3)+2( 1)(d  1)V  2+2

+c4
 
V
 
2(d 1) d2 d(+1)+2V +2(d 3)2 2(d 3)d d(d((d 4)d+5)+2)+4
 (d 2)  (d+1)2+d(d+1) 2d+2+2c3(d 1)((d )+(d 1)V (d 2V  2));

(2)
V V j()
(;1)()
=
1
4
(d 2V  2)((2c3 c4d)(d V  2)+2c2 2c4) ;

(3)
V V j()
(;1)()
=
(d 2V  2)((d 1)(c4d 2c3)+2(c2 c4)V )
4(d 1) ;

(4)
V V j()
(;1)()
=
c4
  d2 2V ((d 1)V +d 3)+d+2+2c3(d 1) 2c2 (2V +1)
4(d 1) :
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At this point, we note that if we restrict to purely transverse polarizations for the
vectors V , then the nal result for hV V i is identical in form with the result for hJJi.
Assuming z1;2 are transverse and denoting the full dierential operator in impact parameter
space as DV V (0) we nd [14]:
DV V (0)i0(L) =Bj(0)B(1)V V j(0)i0(L)z1 z2
0@1+B(4)V V j(0)
B
(1)
V V j()
a(0;L)

nz1nz2
z1 z2  
1
d 1
1A
(C.17)
The function a(0; L) is dened in (2.42) of [14]. When deriving bounds at gap  1, we
need that in the limit L! 0, a(0; L) behaves like L 2 for d  4 and L 2 log 1(L) in d = 3.
Therefore for theories with a large gap we nd B
(4)
V V (0) = 0. In terms of the standard
basis this yields:
c2 = ((1  d)V + 1)c4; c4  0 (C.18)
Therefore, we can x hV V T i up to a single, positive OPE coecient in theories with a
large gap.
When deriving conformal collider bounds we need, from [14],
lim
L!1
a(; L) =  1
4
(d+ 2i)(d+ 2i   2) (C.19)
Then the variables a2;V and CV V T which appear in collider bounds are dened as:
a2;V = (1  d)dB
(4)
V V T
B
(1)
V V T
; (C.20)
CV V T =

(1)
V V j()
(; 1)()

=  id
2
(C.21)
After setting V = d  1 we have a2;V ! a2 where a2 was the variable rst introduced for
hJJT i in [22].
In generic CFTs, the collider bound on a2;V is identical in form to the bound on a2:
 d  1
d  2  a2;V  d  1: (C.22)
The full conformal collider bounds for non-conserved vectors can be found in [76].
C.2 hMMT i
We now derive bounds on hMMT i at gap  1. Here all we need is that the Regge
dierential operators in impact parameter space for hMMi are of the form
D^n1;n2;n12 = (z1  z2)n12(z1  p^)2 n12 n1(z2  p^)2 n12 n2(z1  r)n1(z2  r)n2 : (C.23)
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Restricting to transverse polarizations for M involves taking z1  p^ ! 0 and z2  p^ ! 0,
as explained above (4.26), so only D^0;0;2, D^1;1;1, and D^2;2;0 lead to a non-zero phase shift.
Imposing the bounds from unitarity we nd:
B
(2;2;0)
MMj(0) = 0; B
(1;1;1)
MMj(0) = 0: (C.24)
The structure B
(0;0;2)
MMj(0) is still allowed. Therefore we have that at small L, assuming
transverse polarizations, D(0)i0(L) scales like i0(L) to leading order. This had to be
the case: spin-2 operators are allowed in gap  1 theories, and the Ward identity relates
hTMMi to hMMi. Combining this with the same fact about hTTT i at small L leads to
bounds on the size of the coupling hTTMi, as stated in (5.53).
We can also go further and derive bounds on polarization tensors with longitudinal
components. If we consider the polarization tensor
 =
1
2
(p^e + p^e) (C.25)
where the vector e is transverse | that is e  p^ = 0 | then we nd:
B
(1;1;0)
MMj(0) = 0 (C.26)
This will be crucial later to derive bounds on the parity odd coupling hTTMi in d = 3. This
is also consistent with our expectations that any dierential operator in impact parameter
space with derivatives is suppressed at the intercept.
C.3 hJJT iodd
We now derive bounds on the parity-odd part of hJJT i in d = 3 at gap  1. Here we
will consider z1;z2;hJJi and generalize some results already found in [14]. This case
is also simple enough that we can work directly in the B basis. We nd there are two
parity-odd Regge dierential operators:
D^1 = (z1; p^;r)z2  p^+ (z2; p^;r)z1  p^; (C.27)
D^2 = (z1; p^;r)z2  r+ (z2; p^;r)z1  r; (C.28)
and conservation implies B
(1)
JJj() = 0. To simplify the analysis, we choose
z1 = z2 = sin()n+ cos()n? with n?  n? = 1 ; n?  n = 0: (C.29)
Then in the small L limit we nd:
D^2i0(L 1) /  
4 sin() cos()
L2
: (C.30)
The rst we thing we should note is that this term vanishes if  = 0; 2 and there-
fore does not interfere with the derivation of bounds on the parity-even part of hJJT i.
Furthermore, since the parity-even terms grow like log(L) at small L, this term is clearly
dominant. Since it is not sign-denite, we must have
eB(2)JJj(0) = 0 ) eCJJj(0) = 0; (C.31)
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where we used that in the standard embedding space basis there is only structure, and
there are no extra zeroes when changing bases. In a theory with a large gap we then haveeB(2)JJT   2gap, equivalently, eCJJT   2gap. For conformal collider bounds on this OPE
coecient, see [32].
C.4 hTTT iodd
We now derive similar bounds on the parity-odd part of hTTT i in d = 3. Bounds on
the corresponding gravitational interaction were rst found in [11]. We will consider the
four-point function z1;z1;z2;z2;hTT i and once again work entirely in the B basis.
The most general Regge dierential operator in impact parameter space is:
bD= (z1; p^;r) X
n1;n2
cn1;n2(z1 p^)1 n1(z2 p^)2 n2(z1 r)n1(z2 r)n2 +(z1 z2)(d1z2 p^+d2z2 r)
!
+(z1$ z2); (C.32)
where 0  n1  1 and 0  n2  2. After imposing conservation there is only one solution
parametrized by c1;2. The c1;2 term will lead to the most divergent contribution to the
phase shift in the limit L ! 0, so we will dene eBTTj() = c1;2() where we made the 
dependence explicit. When we project down to H2 we will make the replacement (4.31).
We will also dene the angles i by:
i  n = cos i (C.33)
The nal answer after projecting down to H2 and making these replacements is
bDi0(L 1) / 6L4 sin(2(1 + 2)): (C.34)
which is not sign-denite. Moreover, it grows faster than the parity-even terms and
therefore
eBTTj(0) = 0 ) eCTTj(0) = 0; (C.35)
where we once again used that there is a unique structure in the embedding space basis
and there are no subtleties when performing the change of bases. In a theory with a large
gap this becomes eBTTT   4gap or eCTTT   4gap, which matches [11]. Conformal collider
bounds on this OPE coecient were also found in [32].
We can also note that since the general parity-odd dierential operator (C.32) neces-
sarily has derivatives, we can derive similar bounds for the parity odd correlator hTMT i
in d = 3. That is, since any parity-odd dierential operator in impact parameter space for
hTMT i must contain derivatives and we have already shown such terms in hMMT i are
suppressed, we must have eBTMj(0) = 0 in a theory with a large gap.
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